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1. INTRODUCTION
National environmental policy emphasizes the central role of
the federal government as the standard-setter and steward of a
healthy environment. This focus on the responsibility of the na-
tional government and its various and uneven collaborations with
the states has all but obscured the role of local governments in
environmental protection.1 While federal agencies have success-
fully reduced pollution that emanates from "point sources," such
as smoke stacks and water pipes, most environmental damage to-
day is caused by "nonpoint source" pollution resulting from land
uses that are the legal responsibility of municipal governments. 2
Federal attempts to influence local regulatory prerogatives have
been thwarted by a variety of legal, political, and practical
obstacles.
Meanwhile, there has been a remarkable and unnoticed trend
among local governments to adopt laws that protect natural re-
sources. These local environmental laws take on a number of
* This is a slightly abridged version of an article that originally appeared in 26
HARv. ENVTL. L. REV. 365 (2002). I would like to thank Kristen Kelley for her invalu-
able research assistance.
1. By local government, municipal government, locality, or municipality, this Ar-
ticle means any incorporated city, town, village, borough, county, or other governmen-
tal entity smaller than a state that has been delegated authority to regulate the use of
land in the public interest.
2. See infra note 19 and accompanying text.
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forms. They include local comprehensive plans expressing envi-
ronmental values, zoning districts created to protect watershed
areas, environmental standards contained in subdivision and site
plan regulations, and stand-alone environmental laws adopted to
protect particular natural resources such as ridgelines, wetlands,
floodplains, stream banks, existing vegetative cover, and forests.
The purposes of these laws are to preserve natural resources from
the adverse impacts of land development and to control nonpoint
source pollution. In inventing these controls, local governments
have creatively used a variety of traditional and modern powers
that their state legislatures have delegated to them.
This powerful trend at the grassroots level of environmental
policy-making presents an opportunity to revisit the national ap-
proach to environmental protection and to create a more inte-
grated system that incorporates the historical function of local
governments in protecting the public from the perils of pollution
and environmental degradation.
This Article explains the role that local governments have as-
sumed in protecting the environment, explores the means by
which they have obtained their authority to do so, and discusses
how this enhanced municipal role should influence environmental
and land use policy at the federal and state levels. Part II reviews
federal efforts to control nonpoint source pollution, and identifies
the constraints on federal action. Among these constraints is the
national understanding that the power to control the private use
of land is a state prerogative, one that has been delegated, in most
states, to local governments. Part III describes how the traditional
authority of localities to control land use has evolved to incorpo-
rate environmental protection standards, and how local land use
agencies apply and enforce those standards. In Part IV, the vari-
ous methods that state legislatures and courts have used to dele-
gate and expand the authority of local governments to protect the
environment are explored, explained, and analyzed. This Part
demonstrates that the importance of controlling environmental
degradation at the local level has led states to expand the range of
matters that may be regulated under traditional land use author-
ity, home rule powers, and special purpose statutes. Part V sum-
marizes empirical research regarding local environmental laws
and provides detailed illustrations of the various types of protec-
tions that municipalities have adopted. Part VI makes the case
that local governments, despite their much-lamented limitations,
should be full partners of the state and federal governments in the
[Vol. 23706
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critical matter of environmental protection. Part VII argues that
the advent of local environmental law is a natural and healthy
response of the legal system to environmental exigencies, precipi-
tated in part by the inertia experienced at the federal level, and
that it is time to change federal and state policy to reinforce and
utilize this powerful new grass-roots force.
II. FEDERAL EFFORTS TO CONTROL NONPOINT
SOURCE POLLUTION
While local governments have been working to adopt laws of
their own invention to control nonpoint source pollution, federal
agencies, working toward the same objective, have attempted to
influence local land use decisions using a variety of strategies.
This is particularly evident in the efforts of the Environmental
Protection Agency ("EPA") to control air and water pollution.
Early attempts by EPA to reduce air pollution by intervening in
local development matters were recognized as a threat to the
power of the states to control land use, secured by the Tenth
Amendment. 3 These attempts were met with amendments to the
Clean Air Act in 1977 that expressly prohibited federal require-
ments aimed directly at land use control. 4
The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments were not an isolated ex-
ample of the reluctance of the federal government to interfere
with the plenary land use authority of the states. At the inception
of the era of federal activism in environmental protection, Senator
Henry Jackson proposed the adoption of a National Land Use
Planning Act as a bookend to the National Environmental Policy
Act, to integrate federal, state, regional, and local land use plan-
ning. This federal land use act was narrowly defeated in the
House of Representatives in 1974, in part because it was regarded
as an assault on the independent authority of the states to control
land use.5 More recently, the efforts of the Army Corps of Engi-
neers to prevent the construction of a landfill by a consortium of
municipalities in the Chicago area were struck down by the U.S.
Supreme Court. In Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County v.
3. The Tenth Amendment provides as follows: "The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively, or to the people." U.S. Const. amend. X.
4. See 42 U.S.C. § 7431 (1994) (stating that "[niothing in this chapter constitutes
an infringement on the existing authority of counties and cities to plan or control land
use, and nothing in this chapter provides or transfers authority over such land use").
5. See John R. Nolon, National Land Use Planning: Revisiting Senator Jackson's
1970 Policy Act, LAND USE L. & ZONING DIG., May 1996, at 5.
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United States Army Corps of Engineers,6 the Court held that the
Army Corps lacked jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act to reg-
ulate development in intrastate, non-navigable waters solely on
the basis of the presence of migratory birds. 7 The jurisdictional
limits of federal agencies to protect the environment, resting in
part on the Interstate Commerce Clause of the federal Constitu-
tion, were at issue in this case. Such jurisdictional limits, of
course, do not constrain state governments or their localities in
regulating wetland disturbances or other private land uses.
These jurisdictional, constitutional, and political obstacles
have redirected federal energies from regulating land use to influ-
encing state land use regulation. The Clean Water Act provides
states with federal funds to encourage land use planning to pre-
vent nonpoint source pollution.8 State and local governments are
encouraged under the federal Coastal Zone Management Act to
adopt plans to preserve coastal areas. 9 Federal financial aid is
denied for developments in sensitive coastal areas under the
Coastal Barrier Resources Act. 10 The modification of habitats
that may harm endangered species is prohibited under the Endan-
gered Species Act ("ESA") unless the modification is allowed by a
permit issued pursuant to an approved habitat conservation
plan."
6. 531 U.S. 159 (2001).
7. Id. at 171.
8. 33 U.S.C. § 1281(g)(1) (1994).
9. The Act provides grants to coastal states to develop management programs
for their coastal zones. 16 U.S.C. 88 1451-1465 (1994). State programs must meet sev-
eral requirements, including providing for management of land uses having a signifi-
cant impact on coastal waters and making a clear statement of which agencies and
officials are to take action to implement the program. See Linda A. Malone, The
Coastal Zone Management Act and The Takings Clause in the 1990's: Making The
Case for Federal Land Use to Preserve Coastal Areas, 62 U. COLO. L. REV. 711, 727
(1991) (stating that "[if] the requirements for state programs were more specific, the
CZMA could come close to the most controversial form of land control-federal land
control. The passage of the CZMA was possible because the Act required state pro-
grams to implement federal policy rather than federal regulations.").
10. 16 U.S.C. § 3501 (1994 & Supp. V 1999).
11. 16 U.S.C. § 1539 (1994). The ESA is an example of a federal environmental
law that pursues objectives other than the prevention of nonpoint source pollution
and illustrates how federally prescribed standards and procedures may interfere with
the prerogatives of local governments to control land use. Under the ESA, landowners
and developers may prepare Habitat Conservation Plans ("HCPs") that fully describe
proposed land development activities and demonstrate measures that will mitigate
their adverse impact on endangered or threatened species. Id. § 1539(a)(2)(A). An ap-
proved HCP is a prerequisite for the issuance of a permit for land development activi-
ties that result in an incidental taking of a protected species. Id. § 1539(a). This
regulatory regime is based on the ESA's ban on taking of endangered species by any
4http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol23/iss3/6
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.... These efforts are nonetheless a heroic effort on the part
of the federal government to reach down to the local level and di-
rectly influence the effects that land use has on air and water
quality and on natural resources.
A manifestation of this struggle is seen in the recent EPA pro-
posal to delay a Clean Water Act rule that revises the federal im-
paired waters program. 12  The Total Maximum Daily Load
("TMDL") program established under section 303(d) of the Clean
Water Act requires states to identify and list waters not meeting
federally established water quality standards. States are required
to allocate the quantities of particular pollutants among the
sources that discharge into impaired waters, to ensure that pollu-
tants do not exceed federal standards, and to provide reasonable
assurances to EPA that their allocations will be enforced. On July
16, 2001, EPA filed its proposal in the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia to delay by eighteen months the effective
date of its final rule under the TMDL program. 13
The acronyms and technical vocabulary should not mask the
simple reality of the TMDL program: the pollutants it regulates
emanate largely from development projects and land uses that are
regulated by local and state agencies. The type of nonpoint source
pollution of water affected by the TMDL program includes the
runoff from impervious surfaces such as roofs, driveways, parking
lots, and roads; erosion and sedimentation caused by development
activities, including the removal of vegetation and site distur-
bance; and the movement into water bodies of fertilizer, pesti-
cides, and herbicides from lawns, golf courses, and farms. While
federal authority to regulate point source discharges from air
stacks, effluent pipes, and other discernable, discrete conveyances
has been established, federal power to regulate nonpoint source
pollution is far from clear, in part because of the independent au-
person subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. Id. § 1538(a)(1). "Persons" sub-
ject to the Act include private citizens and entities such as local governments and
officials. Id. § 1532(13). The process of preparing and reviewing an HCP is somewhat
redundant of local requirements contained in site plan or subdivision regulations that
require developers to prepare detailed development plans and submit them to local
administrative agencies for review and approval.
12. Susan Bruninga, EPA Moves to Delay Action on TMDL Rule; Rule Changes
May Be Proposed in Spring, 32 ENV'T REP. (BNA) 1415 (2001).
13. See id. at 1415.
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thority of state governments to regulate the land uses that cause
such pollution. 14
It is interesting to ask what recourse EPA has, assuming its
authority to enforce TMDL standards, if a state refuses to cooper-
ate or fails to do an adequate job of preventing the nonpoint source
pollution of waters that are designated as impaired under the
TMDL program. 15 Hypothetically, EPA could assume the state's
role, classify its waters, and issue, condition, or deny permits for
proposed land uses under a pollution prevention system of federal
design. Because of the cost and controversy involved in making
EPA responsible for the regulation of nonpoint source pollution,
this threat may be illusory. There are, however, precedents for
this type of EPA preemptive strike and penalties within EPA's
control for state noncompliance, such as withholding discretionary
funding or denying point source permit applications that would
further degrade impaired waters.
14. The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Clean Water Act does not
give EPA the authority to regulate nonpoint source pollution. American Wildlands v.
Browner, 260 F.3d 1192, 1198 (10th Cir. 2001); see also Appalachian Power Co. v.
Train, 545 F.2d 1351, 1373 (4th Cir. 1976) (stating that "Congress consciously distin-
guished between point source and nonpoint source discharges, giving EPA authority
under the [Clean Water] Act to regulate only the former."). The American Wildlands
case made it clear, however, that the TMDL Program established under 33 U.S.C.
§ 1313 requires states to "assure that there shall be achieved . . .cost-effective and
reasonable best management practices for nonpoint source control." American Wild-
lands, 260 F.3d at 1198 (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 131.112(a)(2)).
15. The circuitous route traveled by EPA to influence local land use regulation
under the TMDL program is being tracked by the National Marine Fisheries Service
("NMFS") in its attempt to protect seasonal species of Pacific Northwest Salmon listed
as threatened under the ESA. Under § 4(d) of the Act, NMFS has issued regulations
requiring states and municipalities to adopt protective regulations. NMFS issued
these regulations under authority of 16 U.S.C. § 1533 (1994). Since local governments
in northwest states regulate and permit land use activities in watersheds that contain
salmon habitat, localities that fail to adopt protective standards can be said to have
neglected their duties under the ESA. See supra note 9. An emerging legal theory
posits that local governments are liable for third party developer and landowner ac-
tions that endanger protected species. This is implicit in the NMFS rules that grant
immunity from such liability for local governments that adopt regulations to protect
salmon and for third parties acting under approved local regulations. In Loggerhead
Turtle v. County Council, 148 F.3d 1231 (11th Cir. 1998), the Eleventh Circuit held
that an environmental plaintiff had standing to challenge a Florida county for failing
to regulate beachfront lighting when that lighting was shown to be the proximate
cause of the disorientation and death of turtle hatchlings in their attempt to return to
the sea. This injury to a protected species was found to be "fairly traceable" to the
actions of the county. Id. at 1249. On remand, it was found that the county's regula-
tions did not cause the taking of an ESA-protected species. Loggerhead Turtle v.
County Council, 92 F.Supp. 2d 1296 (M.D. Fla. 2000). This specific holding, however,
did not negate the general principle of the circuit court's decision that local govern-
ments may be liable for third party actions taken under their regulations.
6http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol23/iss3/6
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Assuming that states wish to comply with the TMDL pro-
gram, classify their waters as required, and establish allocation
systems for the loading of pollutants within each water source,
how is the program to be implemented? To act effectively, the
states inevitably must require their local governments to amend
their land use controls to meet TMDL standards or preempt local
authority to the extent necessary to meet those standards through
more direct state action. Simply stating this proposition reveals
the depth of the problem.
Nearly all states maintain the power to preempt local land
use authority in order to address matters of state concern. 16
Preventing potentially hazardous water quality degradation
surely constitutes such a concern. Neither this need nor a state's
authority to act, however, will necessarily overcome the historic
reluctance of states to disturb the authority of local governments
to control land use. For thirty years, articulate voices have been
suggesting the reform of state land use laws to address the multi-
ple problems caused by the parochial nature of local land use con-
trol. 17 These shortcomings include the exclusionary effects of local
land use standards, the adverse environmental impacts of locally
16. See, e.g., Wambat Realty Corp. v. New York, 362 N.E.2d 581 (N.Y. 1977). The
power of the state-created Adirondack Park Agency to preempt local zoning and plan-
ning authority was upheld because the "future of a cherished regional park is a mat-
ter of state concern." Id. at 582 (punctuation omitted). The court wrote, "Of course, the
Agency Act prevents localities within the Adirondack Park from freely exercising
their zoning and planning powers. That indeed is its purpose and effect, not because
the motive is to impair home rule, but because the motive is to serve a supervening
State concern transcending local interests." Id. at 584. The court added that "to cate-
gorize as a matter of purely local concern the future of the forests, open spaces and
natural resources of the vast Adirondack Park region would doubtless offend aesthet-
ics, ecological, and conservation principles." Id. at 582.
17. See Michael Allan Wolf, The Prescience and Centrality of Euclid v. Ambler, in
ZONING AND THE AMERICAN DREAM: PROMISES STILL To KEEP 252, 253 (Charles M.
Haar & Jerold S. Kayden eds., 1989) (specifying the problems identified in Euclid of
assigning control over land use to local governments as "exclusion, anti-competitive-
ness, parochialism, and aestheticism"). A report entitled "The Quiet Revolution," pre-
pared for the Council on Environmental Quality in 1971, contained a powerful
statement of the problems with local land use control: "This country is in the midst of
a revolution in the way we regulate land .... The ancient regime being overthrown is
the feudal system under which the entire pattern of land development has been con-
trolled by thousands of individual local governments, each seeking to maximize its tax
base and minimize its social problems, and caring less what happens to all the
others." FRED BOSSELMAN & DAVID CALLIES, COUNCIL ON ENVTL. QUALITY, THE QUIET
REVOLUTION IN LAND USE CONTROL 1 (1972). To these must be added the propensity of
local governments, most of which rely heavily on local property taxes, to favor eco-
nomic development over environmental protection. See PAUL E. PETERSON, THE PRICE
OF FEDERALISM 36-37, 69-75 (1995).
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sanctioned sprawl, and local resistance to regional planning. De-
spite these shortcomings, only a few states have preempted local
land use prerogatives or seriously directed local decision-mak-
ing.18
The importance of being able to influence land uses at the lo-
cal level to achieve federal environmental goals is clear. Nonpoint
source pollution is the cause of nearly half of the remaining water
quality problems in the United States 19 and is intimately related
to land use.20 Perhaps the recent advent of local environmental
law is an acknowledgment of this importance, and suggests a stra-
tegic solution to the problem of imposing federal environmental
solutions on local and state land use decision-making. The gradual
appearance of local natural resource protection laws is evidence
that states are giving local governments authority in this area and
that local political leaders have chosen to exercise that authority.
Some localities have begun to understand the benefits of regulat-
ing land uses on a watershed basis by creating zoning districts or
overlay zones the borders of which follow the topographical bound-
aries of critical watersheds. 21 There are even examples of local
planning that integrate watershed and transportation corridor
18. After analyzing recent state planning and smart growth legislation, Robert H.
Freilich concludes, "One of the major problems discussed in earlier chapters-that of
parochialism-is not solved by any of the provisions discussed .... The nation's land
use problems and the states' failure to reclaim some of their authority delegated early
on to localities in the land use field points to the need for efficient and comprehensive
planning at the state level." ROBERT H. FREILICH, FROM SPRAWL TO SMART GROWTH
240 (1999).
19. Joe Cannon, Choices and Institutions in Watershed Management, 25 WM. &
MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'¥ REV. 379, 388 (2000).
20. See James C. Buresh, State and Federal Land Use Regulation: An Application
to Groundwater and Nonpoint Source Pollution Control, 95 YALE L.J. 1433, 1433
(1986); see also Chuck Sulfin, Protecting Our Water Resources Through Better Devel-
opment Practices, NONPoINT SOURCE NEWS-NoTES, Jan. 2002, at 1. The U.S. Supreme
Court recently discussed the connection between land use and nonpoint source pollu-
tion in its opinion in Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council, Inc. v. Tahoe Regional Plan-
ning Agency, No. 00-1167, 2002 WL 654431 (U.S. Apr. 23, 2002):
Impervious coverage-such as asphalt, concrete, buildings, and even
packed dirt-prevents precipitation from being absorbed by the soil. In-
stead, the water is gathered and concentrated by such coverage. Larger
amounts of water flowing off a driveway or a roof have more erosive force
than scattered raindrops falling over a dispersed area-especially one
covered with indigenous vegetation, which softens the impact of the rain-
drops themselves.
Id. at *3 (quoting Tahoe-Sierra Pres. Council, Inc. v. Tahoe Reg'l Planning Agency, 34
F.Supp.2d 1226, 1231 (D.Nev. 1999).
21. See infra notes 132-137 and accompanying text.
8http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol23/iss3/6
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planning. 22 When local governments begin to think in these stra-
tegic ways, it leads to cooperation across municipal lines, since the
movement of water and motor vehicles follows regional, rather
than local, patterns.
The realization that federal environmental policy must deal
with private land use at the local level is not new. When lobbying
on behalf of the National Land Use Planning Act in the early
1970s, the chairman of the Council on Environmental Quality,
Russel Train, testified that land use was "the single most impor-
tant element affecting the quality of our environment which re-
mains substantially unaddressed as a matter of national policy."23
The tension involved in the implementation of the TMDL pro-
gram, however, indicates that the dilemma of realizing federal en-
vironmental objectives in light of state power under the Tenth
Amendment is a persistent one.
III. THE ADVENT OF LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL
LAW
Over the past few years, local governments throughout the
country have adopted an impressive number of local environmen-
tal laws.24 These include a variety of novel ordinances designed to
protect discrete natural resources such as trees, stands of timber,
hillsides, viewsheds, ridgelines, streambeds, wetlands, water-
sheds, aquifers, water bodies, and even wildlife habitats. At the
same time, provisions designed specifically to protect environmen-
tal features from the impacts of development have been added to
fundamental land use documents such as comprehensive plans
and zoning ordinances. Traditional land use regulations such as
those governing subdivisions, cluster developments, and site plans
are being amended with environmental protection in mind. There
is something new in these laws that regulate the private use of the
land in the interest of environmental conservation that bears
examination.
22. See Routes 202/35/6 Bear Mountain Parkway Sustainable Development Study
(Nov. 27, 2000), available at http://www.202and6.com/report-summaries/Outreach_
VisioningSummary.pdf (on file with the Harvard Environmental Law Review).
23. Henry L. Diamond, Land Use: Environmental Orphan, ENVrL. FORUM, Jan.-
Feb. 1993, at 31, 32.
24. John R. Nolon & Kristen Kelley, Local Environmental Law: Natural Evolu-
tion or a Mutant Form?, 12 ENVTL. L. IN N.Y. 173, 191 (2001).
2006] 713
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It is widely understood that local governments have been
given a key, if not the principal, role in land use regulation. 25
Zoning is the foundational device in this field. Local governments
may adopt zoning ordinances and maps and thereby provide for
the future development of their communities. Comprehensive zon-
ing began as a mechanism for protecting public health and safety
by separating incompatible land uses from one another. In its ap-
plication, zoning became design-oriented, focusing on the layout of
streets and highways, the location of public buildings, the ability
of fire trucks and firefighters to reach and fight fires, the size and
bulk requirements that protect property values, and the infra-
structure connections that create a workable community. 26
Subdivision and site plan regulations emerged to complement
zoning and help localities implement their physical plans. Such
regulations initially concentrated on the creation of safe intersec-
tions; the fluid movement of vehicles; the adequacy of road width,
curbs, and sidewalks; the siting of buildings; and the prevention of
off-site impacts such as flooding .... At their inception, regulatory
tools such as subdivision and site plan regulation were not de-
signed to protect natural resources from degradation. 27
25. "Land use regulation in the United States traditionally has been the province
of local governments using zoning ordinances and building codes as their principal
regulatory tools." ROBERT V. PERCIVAL ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: LAW,
SCIENCE, AND POLICY 768 (3d ed. 2000). See also ZYGMUNT J. B. PLATER ET AL., ENVI-
RONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY: NATURE, LAW, AND SOCIETY 1164 (2d ed. 1998) (writing
that "[iun day-to-day practice, the overwhelming majority of land-use management
occurs at the local level, predominately through local government regulation").
26. After citing expert reports to sustain the constitutionality of zoning, the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365
(1926), stated:
These reports, which bear every evidence of painstaking consideration,
concur in the view that the segregation of residential, business and indus-
trial buildings will make it easier to provide fire apparatus suitable for
the character and intensity of the development in each section; that it will
increase the safety and security of home life; greatly tend to prevent
street accidents, especially to children, by reducing the traffic and result-
ing confusion in residential sections; decrease noise and other conditions
which produce or intensify nervous disorders; preserve a more favorable
environment in which to raise children, etc.
Id. at 394.
Despite the Court's focus on these limited purposes of early zoning, several of its
strongest advocates thought that zoning should and could be used to achieve purer
environmental objectives. See Earl Finbar Murphy, Euclid and the Environment, in
ZONING AND THE AMERICAN DREAM: PROMISES STILL TO KEEP, supra note 17, at 154,
168-74.
27. "Land use law, zoning, and subdivision controls typically are not concerned
with environmental degradation; their purposes are to regulate the timing and se-
10http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol23/iss3/6
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Communities have long used large-lot zoning as a crude way
of protecting open space and its associated natural resources. 28
Upzoning occurred in some suburban areas, aimed principally at
lowering development densities to control population growth,
maintain residential property values, and contain the cost of ser-
vicing development while, incidentally, limiting water use,
preventing aquifer contamination, and containing nonpoint source
pollution.29 As the environmental movement evolved and ma-
tured in the 1970s and 1980s, the sensitivity of local lawmakers
was raised and early signs of the adoption of local environmental
law became apparent. These signs emerged from a variety of
sources, including the National Flood Insurance Program, which
required local governments to adopt and enforce floodplain man-
agement programs as a prerequisite to local eligibility for national
flood disaster assistance payments. 30 Catastrophes influenced the
movement towards increased regulation at the local level, leading
to storm water management measures and stringent setback re-
quirements along the coasts of barrier islands that are particu-
larly vulnerable to hurricane damage. 31 The 1990s saw the
advent of local laws clearly designed to protect environmental
functions and these, in the aggregate, now constitute a significant
body of law.
Despite the existence of these laws, law school casebooks in
both environmental law and land use law indicate that neither
field has incorporated "local environmental law." The role of local
governments is only briefly mentioned in environmental law
quence of development to minimize costs to the community and to avoid conflicting
uses." THOMAS J. SCHOEN3AUM & RONALD H. ROSENBERG, ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
LAW 379 (3d ed. 1996).
28. See Senior v. Zoning Comm'n, 153 A.2d 415 (Conn. 1959); see also Simon v.
Town of Needham, 42 N.E.2d 516 (Mass. 1942).
29. In 1976, the Model Land Development Code adopted by the American Law
Institute recognized the capacity of local planning and zoning to protect critical envi-
ronmental areas and natural resources at the local level: "A development ordinance
may designate special preservation districts of historical, archaeological, scientific,
architectural, natural, or scenic significance ... ." MODEL LAND DEV. CODE § 2-209
(1975). "A Local Land Development Plan shall be based on all the following studies...
(f) geological, ecological, and other physical factors that would be affected by develop-
ment." Id. § 3-103. The Code was prepared as a new model for state legislatures to
adopt to update the Standard Planning and Zoning Enabling Acts of the 1920s. It was
not entirely adopted anywhere. Article 7 of the Model Code contains provisions al-
lowing states to regulate local zoning decisions concerning developments of regional
significance and areas of critical state concern. Id. §§ 7-301, 7-201.
30. 44 C.F.R. § 60 (2000); see also 42 U.S.C. §§ 4011, 4013 (1994).
31. See Lucas v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003 (1992).
2006] 715
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casebooks.3 2 When the books refer to localities, it is almost always
in the context of their devolved authority under federal statutes
such as the Clean Water Act, the Coastal Zone Management Act,
the Wild and Scenic Rivers legislation, and the Endangered Spe-
cies Act. 33 Conceptually, the role of local government is seen as
that of an incidental participant in a federal system of environ-
mental law. There is much more to local environmental law than
meets the eye when approached from this top-down perspective. A
few land use casebooks cover local laws aimed at environmental
protection, but their coverage is limited largely to one or more of
the following topics: floodplain regulation, storm water manage-
ment, wetlands ordinances, agricultural zoning, or large-lot zon-
32. Several environmental law casebooks contain sections that recognize in a lim-
ited sense the nexus between local land use control and environmental protection. See
PERCIVAL ET AL., supra note 25, at 759 (containing a chapter entitled "Land Use Reg-
ulation and Regulatory Takings" which generally outlines the role of state and local
land use regulation, recognizes its relationship to environmental protection, and ex-
plores how regulatory taking challenges limit the exercise of state and local land use
authority); SCHOENBAUM & ROSENBERG, supra note 27, at 379-94 (discussing local
planning, zoning, and subdivision regulations, focusing on the shortcomings of local
governmental decision-making and the trend toward the reclamation of land use reg-
ulatory authority by the states); PLATER ET AL., supra note 25, at 1137 (observing in a
chapter entitled "Land Use-Based Environmental Protection Statutes" that Ameri-
cans fail to see a link between land-use regulation and environmental protection.)
33. Several environmental law casebooks mention the role of local governments in
environmental law in this oblique sense. See, e.g., ELIZABETH GLASS GELTMAN, MOD-
ERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: POLICY AND PRACTICE 486 (1997) (discussing the federal
Superfund Program and the financial burden it can place on local governments); EN-
VIRONMENTAL LAW: FROM RESOURCES TO RECOVERY 326 (Celia Campbell-Mohn ed.,
1993) (including a brief discussion of environmental law at the local level that is lim-
ited to agricultural zoning, conservation easements, and the transfer of development
rights); FRANK P. GRAD & JOEL A. MINTZ, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW §§ 7.04-7.06 (4th ed.
2000) (containing a chapter on land use planning that discusses agricultural land
preservation, growth management, and the transfer of development rights); FRED
BOSSELMAN ET AL., ENERGY, ECONOMICS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 14 (2000) (explaining
how energy companies must comply with local regulations and how local governments
adopt laws to manage land development); JOHN E. BONINE & THOMAS 0. McGARITY,
THE LAW OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 775-79 (1992) (outlining state and local con-
trol of hazardous waste facilities); JOSEPH SAx ET AL., LEGAL CONTROL OF WATER RE-
SOURCES 616-99 (1991) (containing a discussion limited to water supply and
organizations at the local level); PETER S. MENNELL & RICHARD B. STEWART, ENVIRON-
MENTAL LAW AND POLICY 133-35 (1994) (discussing locally unwanted land uses in mi-
nority neighborhoods and local control of municipal waste treatment plants); ROGER
FINDLEY & DANIEL FARBER, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 513 (4th ed. 1995) (limiting discus-
sion to hazardous waste facilities); WILLIAM MURRAY TABB & LINDA A. MALONE, ENVI-
RONMENTAL LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 949-1053 (2d ed. 1997) (containing a chapter
on environmental regulation of land use that discusses the evolution of state and local
land use, as well as agricultural zoning and the transfer of development rights).
12http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol23/iss3/6
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ing.34 Even these topics are covered most often as functions that
are incidental to zoning, subdivision, and site plan control. Again,
there is more to local environmental law as it is currently prac-
ticed than is discussed in these texts.
The gradual evolution toward environmental sensitivity in lo-
cal land use controls has proceeded far enough that a distinct en-
vironmental ethic, as opposed to an incidental one, is evident.
Local governments have adopted a host of environmental regula-
tions. Local laws addressing the following issues can now be found
and studied: cluster development;35 environmentally sensitive
area protection; 36 erosion and sediment control;37 grading, excava-
tions, and fill;38 floodplain control;3 9 groundwater/aquifer resource
34. CHARLES M. HAAR & MICHAEL ALLAN WOLF, LAND-USE PLANNING: A CASEBOOK
ON THE USE, MISUSE AND RE-USE OF URBAN LAND 702-04 (4th ed. 1989) (including a
zoning ordinance from Fayette County, Kentucky, on floodplain conservation and pro-
tection, as well as a discussion on the reclamation of land use decision-making author-
ity by the state governments from the local level); CURTIS J. BERGER, LAND
OWNERSHIP AND USE 863-65 (3d ed. 1983) (discussing environmental issues at the
local level, specifically in Sanbornton, New Hampshire, where minimum lot size re-
quirements were adopted); DANIEL R. MANDELKER, LAND USE LAW § 1.06 (4th ed.
1997) (describing zoning ordinances that accomplish agricultural land preservation
and floodplain protection); DANIEL R. MANDELKER & JOHN M. PAYNE, PLANNING AND
CONTROL OF LAND DEVELOPMENT: CASES AND MATERIALS 351 (5th ed. 2001) (identify-
ing the relationship between environmental law and land use controls in areas such
as wetlands and floodplains and explaining the difficulty that local governments can
experience in regulating these resources); DANIEL P. SELMI & JAMES A. KUSHNER,
LAND USE REGULATION: CASES AND MATERIALS 113 (1999) (explaining that local gov-
ernments have ignored environmental impacts in subdivision regulation and illus-
trating how environmental protection requirements can be accomplished using local
zoning and subdivision controls); DAVID L. CALLIES ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON
LAND USE 613-14 (3d ed. 1999) (outlining various local zoning techniques that can be
used to protect agricultural land and discussing moratoria on new development to
protect the environment and public health, explaining that such moratoria are based
on the general police power of localities, not their zoning authority); ROBERT C. EL-
LICKSON & VICKI L. BEEN, LAND USE CONTROLS: CASES AND MATERIALS 904-10 (2d ed.
2000) (discussing environmental justice and difficulties in siting locally unwanted
land uses); ROBERT R. WRIGHT & MORTON GITELMAN, CASES AND MATERIALS ON LAND
USE 534, 538, 551 (5th ed. 1997) (discussing three cases dealing with environmental
and land use issues at the local level: In re Spring Valley Dev., 300 A.2d 736 (Me.
1973), Sellon v. City of Manitou Springs, 745 P.2d 229 (Colo. 1987), and Corrigan v.
City of Scottsdale, 720 P.2d 513 (Ariz. 1986)).
35. See infra notes 154-160 and accompanying text.
36. PAWLING, N.Y., CODE § 215-24 (1994) ("Environmentally Sensitive Areas").
37. See infra notes 168 and accompanying text.
38. BALDWIN, PA., CODE § 99 (2001), available at http://www.generalcode.com.
This site is a database of municipal codes. Many of the ordinances cited in the Article
are located here. In order to access an ordinance located at http://www.generalcode.
com, select "E-Codes," then select the state and the relevant town.
39. See infra notes 174-178 and accompanying text.
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protection;40 landscaping;4 1 ridgeline protection;42 scenic resource
protection;4 3 soil removal; 44 solid waste disposal;45 stream and wa-
tercourse protection;46 steep slopes;47 storm water management; 48
timber harvesting;49 tree protection; 50 vegetation removal; 51 and
wetlands. 52 Interestingly, many of these ordinances deal with the
prevention of nonpoint source pollution, an urgent problem that
generally is conceded to be beyond the reach of federal environ-
mental law.
These local environmental laws are implicated when develop-
ers propose projects to local administrative bodies charged with
reviewing development proposals. Traditionally, local bodies such
as planning boards review development proposals to determine if
they comply with the provisions of zoning ordinances and subdivi-
sion and site plan regulations. These regulations are thought of as
land use laws and are the province of land use lawyers and plan-
ners. The question raised by the adoption of local environmental
laws is whether they are an extension of local land use law or
whether they constitute a separate body of law known as local en-
vironmental law. The answer to this question has more than inci-
dental consequences. If these emerging environmental laws are an
extension of land use law, they may be seen as a supplement to a
coherent system that regulates land development at the local
level. If they are a new body of law, or a discrete topic within the
field of environmental law, they run the risk of conflicting with
local land use regimes with all the consequent inefficiencies and
problems that this will involve. A technical extension of this ques-
tion is whether local governments derive their authority to pass
environmental protection laws from their delegated land use au-
40. See infra notes 161-163 and accompanying text.
41. WARREN COUNTY, VA., CODE ch. 180, Art. V, § 180-49.1 (1996), available at
http://warrencounty.va.lgac.net/WC-Zoning-ArticleV.htm.
42. See infra notes 179-184 and accompanying text.
43. See infra note 185 and accompanying text.
44. See infra notes 168 and accompanying text.
45. AKRON, N.Y., CODE § 131, art. 11 (2001) ("Disposal of Solid Waste"), available
at http://www.generalcode.com.
46. See infra notes 207-215 and accompanying text.
47. See infra notes 186, 188 and accompanying text.
48. See infra notes 189, 191 and accompanying text.
49. See infra notes 192-193 and accompanying text.
50. See infra notes 200-206 and accompanying text.
51. NEW BERLIN, WIs., CODE § 275-54(3) (2002) ("Natural Resource Protection"),
available at http://www.newberlin.org.
52. See infra notes 207-215 and accompanying text.
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thority or from other provisions of state law. This latter question
is discussed in the next Part of this Article.
IV. THE POWERS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO
ADOPT LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
Local governments derive their authority to adopt laws that
protect the environment from land use enabling statutes, home
rule laws, and special laws directly aimed at environmental pro-
tection. This Part demonstrates this range of authority with refer-
ences to statutes in Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, New York,
and North Carolina. Constitutional provisions and court decisions
from California, Illinois, New York, South Dakota, and Utah are
also cited. The understanding that emerges from this discussion is
one of limited, uneven, but growing empowerment of local govern-
ments to adopt laws to protect their natural resources from the
adverse impacts of land use.
In most states, it is understood that municipalities have no
inherent powers, but can exercise only that authority expressly
granted or necessarily implied from, or incident to, the powers ex-
pressly granted by the state. Unless the language delegating the
power is unambiguous or the legislature's intent to delegate cer-
tain powers is clear, doubts are generally resolved against the mu-
nicipality.53 Courts vary from state to state in how strictly they
construe express delegations of power to municipalities. Some find
a broader range of implied or incidental powers within the express
language used; others do not. It is for this reason that the power to
adopt zoning, subdivision, or site plan regulations may not be suf-
ficient in some states to support a broad range of local environ-
mental laws. Finding authority to adopt such laws requires a
careful reading of the express language of existing statutes and an
53. The classic statement of this view, adopted by the courts of many states, is
found in JOHN F. DILLON, TREATISE ON THE LAW OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS (1872):
It is a general and undisputed proposition of law that a municipal corpo-
ration possesses, and can exercise, the following powers, and no others:
First, those granted in express words; second, those necessarily or fairly
implied in, or incident to, the powers expressly granted; third, those es-
sential to the declared objects and purposes of the corporation-not sim-
ply convenient, but indispensable. Any fair, reasonable doubt concerning
the existence of power is resolved by the courts against the corporation,
and the power is denied .... All acts beyond the scope of the powers
granted are void.
Id. at 101-02.
For an example of a state that broadly interprets the authority delegated to local
governments, however, see infra note 84.
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understanding of whether state courts take broad or strict ap-
proaches to interpretation.
In New York, the express authority delegated to local govern-
ments to adopt zoning regulations is contained in what is loosely
called the Zoning Enabling Act. The New York statute is similar
to those found in the majority of states, since most derived their
approaches from the standard zoning enabling act promulgated by
a federal commission in the 1920s. 54 Parallel provisions regarding
the authority of New York's municipalities to adopt zoning and
other land use regulations are contained in the Town, Village, and
General City Laws. 55 The express words of the enabling act em-
power town, village, and city legislatures to regulate the height
and size of buildings, the percentage of the lot to be occupied, the
size of yards, the density of population, and the location and use of
buildings. For these purposes, local legislatures are empowered to
divide the community into districts that are best suited to carry
out the purposes of the enabling act. These purposes include les-
sening congestion, promoting the general welfare, preventing
overcrowding, avoiding undue concentrations of population, and
facilitating the provision of supportive infrastructure. According
to the enabling act, these regulations shall be designed to en-
courage the most "appropriate use of the land throughout the mu-
nicipality."56 ....
Other state-delegated authority to control land use in New
York is contained in parallel provisions of the Town, Village, and
General City Laws that empower local legislatures to adopt subdi-
vision and site plan regulations and provide for local administra-
tive boards to review and approve applications to develop
subdivided land or individual sites. The state legislative purpose
for granting subdivision authority to local governments is to pro-
vide for the future growth and development of the community, the
provision of adequate infrastructure, and the "comfort, conve-
54. An advisory commission appointed by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover
promulgated the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act, and this model act served as
the basis for most of the state statutes enacted to delegate the authority to adopt
zoning regulations to local governments. See Lea S. VanderVelde, Local Knowledge,
Legal Knowledge, and Zoning Law, 75 IOWA L. REV. 1057, 1059 (1990). See also Stan-
dard State Zoning Enabling Act (U.S. Dep't of Commerce 1926), reprinted in 5 ED-
WARD H. ZIEGLER, JR., RATHKOFF'S THE LAW OF ZONING AND PLANNING app. A (2001).
55. See N.Y. TOWN LAW §§ 261-263 (McKinney 1987 & Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE
LAW §§ 7-700, 7-702, 7-704 (McKinney 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW §§ 20(24)-20(25)
(McKinney Supp. 2001).
56. See N.Y. TowN LAw § 263 (McKinney 1994); N.Y. Village Law § 7-704 (McKin-
ney 1996).
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nience, safety, health and welfare of its population."57 Before local
administrative bodies approve subdivisions, they "shall require
that the land.., be of such character that it can be used safely for
building purposes without danger to health or peril from flood,
drainage or other menace to neighboring properties or to the pub-
lic health, safety and welfare."58
Site plan regulations are authorized by state law to include
standards providing for proper parking, access, landscaping, loca-
tion of buildings, protection of "adjacent land uses and physical
features," and "any additional elements" specified by the local leg-
islature. 59 The court in Pomona Pointe Associates v. Incorporated
Village of Pomona60 interpreted "any additional elements" broadly
to include environmental considerations. In Pomona, the plaintiff
owned two lots with slopes of varying steepness. The village's
steep slope law required the issuance of a special permit for the
disturbance of a "very steep" or "extremely steep slope" as defined
in the law. The plaintiff challenged the law, arguing that it
granted authority to the planning board in excess of the authority
contained in the state site plan statute. The court found that con-
sideration of steep slope criteria was within the authority dele-
gated to the village pursuant to the site plan review statute. It
held that the protection of "adjacent land uses and physical fea-
tures" authorizes the adoption of regulations to protect steep
slopes.61 Such provisions "are directly related to the possible im-
pact that disturbance of very/extremely steep slopes could have on
water runoff and the stable cohesive integrity of the soil, rocks,
trees and vegetation on such slopes."62 The court thought that it
was clear that site plan review can include consideration of natu-
ral resource protection, especially when adjacent resources may be
adversely affected.
The breadth of power delegated to local governments by these
New York statutes can be inferred from those sections of state law
that authorize local governments to adopt comprehensive plans, to
which all local land use regulations must conform. These provi-
57. N.Y. TowN LAW § 276(1) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-728(1)
(McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 32(1) (McKinney Supp. 2001).
58. N.Y. TowN LAW § 277(1) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-730(1)
(McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 33(1) (McKinney Supp. 2001).
59. N.Y. TowN LAW § 274-a(2) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-725-
a(2) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27- a(2) (McKinney Supp. 2001).
60. See 712 N.Y.S.2d 275 (Sup. Ct. 2000).
61. Id. at 277.
62. Id. at 278.
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sions, loosely known as the Planning Enabling Act, define a "land
use regulation" as a "local law enacted by the [municipality] for
the regulation of any aspect of land use and community resource
protection and include[I any zoning, subdivision, special use per-
mit or site plan regulation or any other regulation which
prescribes the appropriate use of property or the scale, location
and intensity of development."63
Using the standard approach to statutory interpretation, a
strong argument can be made that local environmental laws may
be adopted as part of a community's land use regime. The argu-
ments in support of this proposition are several. First, the zoning
enabling act makes it clear that one of its purposes is to encourage
"the most appropriate use of the land throughout [the] municipal-
ity."64 Laws that discourage the degradation of steep slopes, his-
toric viewsheds, and critical vegetative masses certainly
encourage the most appropriate use of the land. This may not rise
to the level of ambiguity of meaning that even triggers an inquiry
as to whether such'power is necessarily implied or incident to the
powers expressly granted. Further, the statutes delegating power
to localities to adopt subdivision and site plan regulations make it
clear that environmental standards may be included in such regu-
lations. 65 Finally, there is clear evidence that the legislature in-
tended land use regulations in New York to be adopted to achieve
environmental objectives. 66
When this type of language is found in statutes delegating
zoning and other land use powers to local governments, a strong
argument can be made that local land use regulations can include
standards that are protective of the environment, including free-
standing environmental laws that protect discrete natural re-
sources from the adverse impacts of development. Where this is
not the case, where strict construction of tightly drafted delega-
tion statutes thwarts such arguments, other sources of authority
have to be found to support the adoption of local environmental
laws.
63. N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 28-a (3)(b) (McKinney Supp. 2001) (emphasis added);
N.Y. TowN LAW § 272-a (2)(b) (McKinney Supp. 2001) (emphasis added); N.Y. VIL-
LAGE LAw § 7-722 (2)(b) (McKinney Supp. 2001) (emphasis added).
64. N.Y. TowN LAw § 263 (McKinney 1994); N.Y. VILLAGE LAw § 7-704 (McKin-
ney 1996).
65. See supra notes 57-60 and accompanying text.
66. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
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In New York, municipalities have been delegated additional
authority to protect the environment under the state's home rule
law. The home rule provisions of Article IX of the New York Con-
stitution and legislation passed pursuant to it give local govern-
ments broad home rule powers. 67  The state legislature
implemented Article IX with the enactment of the Municipal
Home Rule Law ("MHRL"), the provisions of which are to be "lib-
erally construed."68 Under the MHRL, localities are given the au-
thority to adopt laws relating to their "property, affairs or
government,"69 to "the protection and enhancement of [their]
physical and visual environment,"70 and to the matters delegated
to them under the statute of local governments. 71 The statute of
local governments delegates to municipalities the power "to adopt,
amend and repeal zoning regulations" and to "perform compre-
hensive or other planning work relating to its jurisdiction."72
The MHRL has been regarded as a source of authority to reg-
ulate land use. 73 It also has been interpreted to permit the enact-
ment of purely environmental laws. For example, in Ardizzone v.
Elliot,74 the court stated that the municipality had the "power to
regulate the freshwater wetlands within its boundaries under the
[MHRLI."75 This broad authority is critical to enacting laws that
protect resources such as wildlife and wildlife habitat that may
not fit squarely within the ambit of traditional zoning laws. The
grant of authority encompassed in the MHRL provides a safety
net for communities desiring to enact extensive environmental
laws. This, combined with the power of local governments to in-
clude environmental standards in their zoning and land use regu-
lations, provides ample authority for the state's villages, towns,
and cities to create an integrated set of land use laws. Environ-
mental laws may be added to the municipality's suite of land use
laws by adopting them under the MHRL and zoning enabling act
or the subdivision or site plan delegation statutes and by referring
to the broad language of the planning enabling acts.
67. See N.Y. CONST. art. IX.
68. N.Y. MUN. HOME RULE LAW § 51 (McKinney 1994).
69. Id. § 10(1)(i).
70. Id. § 10(1)(ii)(a)(11).
71. Id. § 10(1).
72. N.Y. MUN. HOME RULE LAw §§ 10(6), (7) (McKinney 1994).
73. See Sherman v. Frazier, 446 N.Y.S.2d 372, 377 (App. Div. 1982).
74. 550 N.E.2d 906 (N.Y. 1989).
75. Id. at 908.
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Georgia is regarded as a strict constructionist state where lo-
cal governments have only those powers expressly granted and
any reasonable doubt about their authority is resolved in the neg-
ative.76 The delegation of comprehensive planning authority to
local governments in Georgia, however, is tied to the state's inter-
est in protecting and preserving "the natural resources, the envi-
ronment, and the vital areas of the state."77 Certain elements are
required to appear in local comprehensive plans, including plans
for the protection of natural and historic resources. 78 Under the
rules of the Office of Coordinated Planning in Georgia, local land
use planning serves to strike a balance between the protection of
vulnerable natural and historic resources and respect for individ-
ual property rights.79 Under separate state legislation, local gov-
ernments in Georgia are required to identify existing river
corridors and to adopt river corridor protection plans as part of
their planning process.80 They have the further authority to regu-
late shoreland developments.81 Finally, Georgia municipalities
may regulate land-disturbing authority in order to control soil ero-
sion and sedimentation.8 2
Connecticut statutes give local zoning commissions flexibility
to design individual programs in order to meet their municipal de-
velopment and conservation needs and to take into account
unique conditions.8 3 The Connecticut legislature has provided
towns and cities authority to protect the environment,8 4 to acquire
open space lands from private owners,8 5 and to establish conserva-
tion commissions.8 6 Localities can also purchase development
rights on agricultural land.8 7 State statutes establish a detailed
system for the creation of an inland wetlands and watercourse
protection regime that allows local wetland agencies to have sig-
nificant control over development affecting wetlands and water-
76. Kirkland v. Johnson, 76 S.E.2d 396, 398 (Ga. 1953).
77. GA. CODE ANN. § 36-70-1 (2000).
78. GA. COMp. R. & REGS. r. 110-12-1-.04(5) (1997).
79. Id. r. 110-12-1-.04(5)(f)(1).
80. GA. CODE ANN. § 12-2-8(2) (2001).
81. Id. § 12-5-241.
82. Id. § 12-7-4.
83. MICHAEL A. ZIzKA, WHAT's LEGALLY REQUIRED? A GUIDE TO THE LEGAL RULES
FOR MAKING LOCAL LAND-USE DECISIONS IN THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT 55 (1997)
(citing CONN. GEN. STAT. § 8-2 (2001)).
84. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 7-148(c)(8) (2001).
85. Id. § 7-131b.
86. Id. § 7-131a.
87. Id. § 7-131q.
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courses.8 8 Local governments in Connecticut can adopt wetlands
regulations that are stricter than the wetlands standards of the
state.8 9 Applications made to local review agencies seeking devel-
opment approval must contain a soil erosion and sediment control
plan, and local zoning and subdivision regulations must make
proper provision for soil erosion and sediment control.90
In North Carolina, the state legislature adopted a legislative
rule of broad construction of powers delegated to local govern-
ments.9 1 Prior to that time, the courts had applied Dillon's Rule,
strictly construing specific grants of authority to local govern-
ments.9 2 A Raleigh, North Carolina, requirement that a developer
create open space in a subdivision and convey title to it to a pri-
vate homeowners' association was upheld using the legislative
rule of broad construction.9 3 The reach of this rule was evident in
Homebuilders Ass'n v. City of Charlotte,94 in which the power to
impose user fees on applicants for rezoning, special use permits,
plat approvals, and building inspections was upheld in the ab-
sence of expressly delegated authority. How far the North Caro-
lina courts will go in upholding local environmental laws under
this rule is not known. It has been argued, however, that the
state's zoning enabling statute, which allows localities "'to regu-
late the percentage of lots that may be occupied, the size of yards,
courts and other open spaces[,]' provides authority to require buff-
ers along waterways, to protect important natural areas, and to
set requirements that authorize or even mandate clustered devel-
opment schemes. "95
88. Id. §§ 22a-36 to 22a-45.
89. Aaron v. Conservation Comm'n, 441 A.2d 30, 37 (Conn. 1981).
90. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 22a-329 (2001).
91. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 160A-4 (1999).
It is the policy of the General Assembly that the cities of this State should
have adequate authority to execute the powers, duties, privileges, and im-
munities conferred upon them by law. To this end, the provisions of this
Chapter and of city charters shall be broadly construed and grants of
power shall be construed to include any additional and supplementary
powers that are reasonably necessary or expedient to carry them into exe-
cution and effect ....
Id.
92. See supra note 53.
93. River Birch Assocs. v. City of Raleigh, 388 S.E.2d 538, 542-44 (N.C. 1990).
94. 442 S.E.2d 45 (N.C. 1994).
95. David W. Owens, Local Government Authority to Implement Smart Growth
Programs: Dillon's Rule, Legislative Reform, and the Current State of Affairs in North
Carolina, 35 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 671, 701 (2000) (quoting N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 153A-
340(a), 160A-381 (1999)).
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In Colorado, the Local Government Land Use Control Ena-
bling Act of 197496 ("Land Use Enabling Act") and the Colorado
Land Use Act 97 provide local governments with the authority to
adopt local environmental laws. 98 The Colorado Land Use Act
was enacted in part "to encourage uses of land and other natural
resources which are in accordance with their character and adapt-
ability [and] to conserve soil, water, and forest resources . . .,99
To meet these objectives, the Colorado legislature established the
Colorado Land Use Commission ("Commission"), whose duty it is
to develop a land use planning program that "may include but
need not be limited to an environmental matrix."100 The Commis-
sion is required to recognize that "the decision-making authority
as to the character and use of land shall be at the lowest level of
government possible." 101 The purpose of the Land Use Enabling
Act is to achieve "planned and orderly development within [the
state]" and to maintain a balance between "basic human needs"
and "legitimate environmental concerns.' 0 2
The Colorado Land Use Act grants local governments, in con-
junction with the appropriate state agencies, the authority to
identify, designate, and promulgate guidelines for areas and activ-
ities of state interest. 0 3 The Act limits local governments' legisla-
tive authority to certain activities and listed areas of state
interest.104 There are twenty-one potential areas or activities of
state interest, a menu of regulatory options for local lawmakers.
These include mineral resource, flood hazard, and wildlife habitat
areas, as well as site selection and development of new communi-
ties and solid waste disposal sites. 10 5 Local governments may
96. COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 29-20-101 to 29-20-107 (2001).
97. Id. §§ 24-65-101 to 24-65.1-502.
98. See id. §§ 29-20-101 to 29-20-105 (Local Government Land Use Enabling Act
of 1974); id. §§ 24-65-101 to 24-65-106 (Colorado Land Use Act).
99. Id. § 24-65-102.
100. Id. § 29-65-104(1)(a).
101. CoLo. REV. STAT. § 24-65-104(1)(b) (2001).
102. Id. § 29-20-102.
103. See id. §§ 24-65.1-101, 24-65.1-302 (stating that the "appropriate state agen-
cies" are primarily Colorado's Water Conservation Board, Soil Conservation Board,
Soil Conservation Districts, Geological Survey, State Forest Service, Division of
Mines and Department of Natural Resources).
104. Id. §§ 24-65.1-201, 24-65.1-203, 24-65.1-301. See also City and County of Den-
ver v. Bd. of County Comm'rs, 782 P.2d 753 (Colo. 1989) (holding that these limits
contain sufficient safeguards to satisfy the state constitutional bar on delegation of
legislative power).
105. OFFICE OF SMART GROWTH, COLO. DEP'T OF LOCAL AFFAIRS, LAND USE PLAN-
NING IN COLORADO 3-4 (2001), http://www.dola.state.co.us/SmartGrowth/Documents/
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adopt regulations that are stricter than the requirements of the
criteria listed in the state statute. 10 6 Colorado authorizes local
governments to appoint planning commissions entrusted with the
preparation and adoption of master plans. 10 7 A master plan pro-
vides a local government with the authority to make recommenda-
tions regarding the physical development of its territories, such as
the general location of open spaces and designated federal, state,
and local wildlife areas, areas containing steep slopes, wetlands,
floodplains, and highly erodible land or unstable soils.los Based
on this cumulative authority, the Colorado courts have held that
local governments may adopt environmental laws. 10 9
State legislatures in a number of states have granted local
governments home rule authority. Grants of home rule power pro-
vide varying authority to municipalities to operate broadly regard-
ing local affairs, instead of having to rely on various express
grants of authority for particular purposes. The South Dakota
Constitution, for example, provides that "[a] chartered govern-
mental unit may exercise any legislative power or perform any
function not denied by its charter, the Constitution or the general
laws of the state .... Powers and functions of home rule units
shall be construed liberally.""10
State legislatures can provide broad "police power" authority
to their municipalities. In Utah, for example, the legislature con-
ferred upon cities the authority to enact all ordinances and regula-
tions "necessary and proper to provide for the safety and preserve
the health, and promote the prosperity, improve the morals, peace
Land%20Use%CC20PlanningCC20In%2OColorado.pdf; see also COLO. REV. STAT.
§§ 24-65.1-201 to 24-65.1-204 (2001).
106. COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-65.1-402.
107. See id. §§ 24-65-101 to 24-65.1-502.
108. See id. §§ 30-28-106, 31-23-206.
109. See id. § 29-65-102. State courts confirm that the Land Use Enabling Act
gives local governments the authority to adopt local environmental laws. See Colo.
State Bd. of Land Comm'r v. Colo. Mined Land Reclamation Bd., 809 P.2d 974 (Colo.
1991) (determining that regulation of mining operations was within the legislative
intent of the Land Use Enabling Act whereby local governments have the authority to
regulate the use of land by various means); see also City of Colorado Springs v. Bd. of
County Comm'rs., 895 P.2d 1105 (Colo. App. 1994) (explicitly endorsing environmen-
tal concerns with respect to local government land use planning).
110. S.D. CONST. art. IX, § 2; see also ILL. CONST. art. 7, § 6 (stating that "a home
rule unit may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its govern-
ment and affairs including, but not limited to, the power to regulate for the protection
of the public health, safety, morals and welfare"). The California constitution provides
that a city "may make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary, and
other ordinances and regulations not in conflict with general laws." CAL. CONST. art.
11, § 7.
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and good order, comfort, and convenience of the city and the in-
habitants thereof, and for the protection of property in the city." 11
In interpreting this statute, the Utah Supreme Court has dis-
carded a strict application of Dillon's Rule, stating, "If there were
once valid policy reasons supporting the rule, we think they have
largely lost their force and that effective local self-government, as
an important constituent part of our system of government, must
have sufficient power to deal effectively with the problems with
which it must deal." 12
In other states, the law may be less favorable to the adoption
of local environmental laws. Those states' planning and zoning en-
abling acts may be more narrowly drawn, their courts' interpreta-
tions of those acts may be less expansive, their home rule
provisions may be less generous, or they may lack specific statutes
authorizing municipalities to protect some environmental re-
sources. It should not be surprising, however, even in states that
are conservative in the delegation of land use power to their locali-
ties, to find specific provisions (such as those in Georgia and North
Carolina) that permit the adoption of local environmental laws. To
the extent that state law reform follows the models recommended
by the Growing Smart Program of the American Planning Associ-
ation ("APA"), greater authority will be found in the future."13
V. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES OF LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
In this Part, the invention of local environmental law by local
legislatures is illustrated by reference to specific laws adopted by
local legislative bodies in several states with references to state
enabling statutes and to model legislation recommended by the
111. UTAH CODE ANN. § 10-8-84 (1999 & Supp. 2001).
112. State v. Hutchinson, 624 P.2d 1116, 1120 (Utah 1980). In several other states,
the general grant of the police, or general welfare, authority to local governments has
been construed by courts to convey power beyond that granted by specific statutory
acts. See, e.g., Birkenfeld v. City of Berkeley, 550 P.2d 1001 (Cal. 1976) (allowing rent-
control initiative); Leavenworth Club Owners Assoc. v. Atchison, 492 P.2d 183 (Kan.
1971) (allowing ordinance restricting sale of liquor); City of Duluth v. Cerveny, 16
N.W.2d 779 (Minn. 1944) (allowing liquor seizure ordinance); Lehrhaupt v. Flynn, 356
A.2d 35 (N.J. Super. Ct. 1976) (allowing financial disclosure ordinance); City of Hobbs
v. Biswell, 473 P.2d 917 (N.M. Ct. App. 1970) (allowing regulation of pawnbrokers);
Krolick v. Lowery, 302 N.Y.S.2d 109 (App. Div. 1969) (upholding regulation requiring
blood tests from firemen); Adams v. City of New Kensington, 55 A.2d 392 (Pa. 1947)
(allowing license fees for juke-boxes); City of Pasco v. Dixson, 503 P.2d 76 (Wash.
1972) (allowing ordinance that prohibited disturbing and indecent behavior in public).
113. See infra note 121.
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Growing Smart Program of the APA. The examples set forth below
follow a logical order, organized as they might be by a local gov-
ernment that wished to adopt a comprehensive program of envi-
ronmental protection. This Part begins with the authority of local
governments to establish environmental objectives in their com-
prehensive plans and illustrates how traditional land use devices
such as the zoning ordinance, other zoning mechanisms, and sub-
division and site plan regulations can be used to protect the envi-
ronment and natural resources. It then examines local
environmental laws that are focused more exclusively on environ-
mental protection, including environmental impact review re-
quirements, the protection of environmental resources such as
aquifers, habitats, floodplains, ridgelines and hilltops, scenic re-
sources, steep slopes, forests and trees, and wetlands and water-
courses. Included are local laws that control soil erosion, surface
water sedimentation, and storm water, and that permit the trans-
fer of development rights from conservation areas to development
areas.
A. Comprehensive Planning
If a community wishes to adopt local laws that regulate the
environment, it may create a legal basis for those regulations in
its comprehensive plan. Since many states require that local land
use regulations conform to the comprehensive plan, such provi-
sions help sustain environmental regulations when they are chal-
lenged. 114 Washington State requires that local governments not
only designate critical environmental areas and adopt develop-
ment regulations to protect these areas but also use the "best
available science" when these regulations are adopted. 115 Local
comprehensive plans in New York may identify and provide for
the preservation of historic and cultural resources, natural re-
sources, and sensitive environmental areas. 116 In Clinton, New
York, the comprehensive plan establishes a foundation for envi-
ronmental protection laws by referencing the large number of crit-
114. See N.Y. TowN LAW § 263 (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-704
(McKinney 1996); N.Y GEN. CITY LAW § 20(25) (McKinney Supp. 2001). "The law in
many states now also addresses several other land use controls with a focus on their
need to relate to a comprehensive plan." JOSPEH DIMENTO, RATHKOPF's THE LAW OF
ZONING AND PLANNING § 14:1 (2001).
115. See WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 36.70A.172 (West 2001) ....
116. See N.Y. TowN LAw § 272-a(3)(d) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW
§ 7-722(3)(d) (McKinney 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 28- a(4)(d) (McKinney Supp.
2001).
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ical environmental resources that exist in the town. It contains
clear strategies for protecting those resources including the use of
clustered subdivisions, protection of wetlands, slopes, and wildlife
habitat; control of erosion and sedimentation; and the creation of
open spaces and green space corridors. 117
In Delaware, county comprehensive plans must include a
"conservation element for the conservation, use and protection of
natural resources in the area and which results in the identifica-
tion of these resources.'- 18 The conservation element needs to at
least identify and provide for the proper stewardship of "wetlands,
wood uplands, habitat areas, geological areas, hydrological areas,
floodplains, aquifer recharge areas, ocean beaches, soils, and
slopes." 119 Delaware county comprehensive plans must also con-
sider agricultural uses, silvicultural uses, and watershed protec-
tion in their conservation elements.120
Another approach to using the comprehensive plan to achieve
environmental protection is found in the Growing Smart Legisla-
tive Guidebook. 121 It suggests that state planning statutes be
amended to require local planning agencies to prepare an "envi-
ronmental evaluation" in which they evaluate the environmental
impacts of each element of their comprehensive plans before adop-
tion. An important component of the planning system in Georgia
is the preparation of a twenty-year comprehensive plan by each
county and municipality, which has several required elements in-
cluding the preservation of natural and historic resources.' 22
B. Zoning
Local zoning ordinances in some states contain provisions
that directly protect the environment. The zoning ordinance of the
town of Hamden, Connecticut, for example, contains the following
language in its purposes clause:
promoting the health, safety, and general welfare of the commu-
nity.., minimizing public and private losses due to flood condi-
117. CLINTON, N.Y., MASTER PLAN §§ 3.1, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9, 8.1, 8.8 (1991) ....
118. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 9, § 6956(g)(4) (2000).
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. AM. PLAN. ASS'N, GROWING SMART LEGISLATIVE GUIDEBOOK: MODEL STATUTES
FOR PLANNING AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE 12-17 to 12-20 (Stuart Meck ed.,
2002).
122. GA. COMP. R. & REGS. r. 110-12-1-.04(5)(c) (1997).
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tions . . . encouraging the most appropriate use of land
throughout the town.., protecting existing and potential public
surface and ground drinking water supplies... and encouraging
the development of housing opportunities for all citizens of the
municipality consistent with soil types, terrain and infrastruc-
ture capacity and insuring that proper provisions are made for
soil erosion and sediment control.123
Long ago, judicial approval of two-acre zoning was based on
courts' understanding of the public interest in the "present charac-
ter, appearance and environment of this rural high-class residen-
tial community."1 24 Zoning codes historically contain specific
"nuisance prevention" provisions such as the elimination of junk-
yards in environmentally sensitive areas. Zoning may prevent cer-
tain nuisance-type uses from locating anywhere in the
community. Under this authority, solid waste facilities, manufac-
tures of hazardous substances, certain mining operations, and
other high-intensity uses are prohibited.
A model state zoning enabling statute recommended by the
Growing Smart Legislative Guidebook provides for zoning ordi-
nances to regulate development projects that may affect views and
scenic resources, drainage and storm water runoff, soil erosion
and sedimentation, the quality of air and water, critical and sensi-
tive areas, and natural hazard areas, including floodplains. 125
Another model statute contained in the Growing Smart Legisla-
tive Guidebook authorizes localities to adopt mitigation programs
to minimize the adverse effects of land uses in critical and sensi-
tive areas identified in a locality's comprehensive plan. This stat-
ute gives local land use agencies the authority to require land
developers to provide environmental benefits offsetting the ad-
verse impacts of their developments on these sensitive environ-
mental areas. 126 To the extent that express language such as this
exists in a state's zoning enabling act, local zoning ordinances can
contain provisions that aim to protect environmental resources.
One zoning technique that is emerging to protect critical or
sensitive environmental areas is the adoption of zoning districts
with boundaries that are coterminous with the natural boundaries
of such areas. An example of this is found in the zoning ordinance
123. HAMDEN, CONN., ZONING REGS. art. I, § 100 (2000).
124. Elbert v. North Hills, 28 N.Y.S.2d 317, 318 (Gen. Term 1941), rev'd 28
N.Y.S.2d 172 (App. Div. 1941).
125. See Am. PLAN. ASS'N, supra note 121, at 8-51 to 8-56.
126. Id. at 9-83 to 9-90.
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of the town of Putnam Valley in New York, which establishes a
Preservation District. The ordinance states that its purpose is to
preserve, protect and enhance the value of natural resources in
all respects including topographical and geological features,
vegetation, wildlife, watersheds and wetlands, areas of scenic
beauty, and other land and community resources whose reten-
tion is necessary for the continued maintenance of the quality of
the environment and to discourage development on land with
ecologically important resources, land subject to flooding, areas
with excessive slopes, or other land features that could, if not
properly protected, endanger human life or property. 127
The extent to which zoning enabling statutes authorize local
governments to protect the environment is still being explored in
many states. An Open Space Conservation ("O-C") Zoning District
was upheld by the Ohio Supreme Court as a legitimate exercise of
police power in Reed v. Rootstown Township Board of Zoning Ap-
peals.128 The court determined that a five-acre minimum lot size
was reasonable since the district essentially comprised a
swamp. 129 An Ohio court in Reese v. Copley Township Board of
Trustees130 upheld a municipality's decision to adopt a conserva-
tion zoning district, finding that "[a] zoning regulation is pre-
sumed to be constitutional unless determined by a court to be
clearly arbitrary and unreasonable and without substantial rela-
tion to the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare of the
community." 13  Ohio courts have also upheld zoning regulations
designed to protect underground water resources ....
C. Overlay Zoning
Overlay zoning is a flexible zoning technique that allows a
municipality to limit development in certain environmentally sen-
sitive areas. An overlay zone is a mapped overlay district superim-
posed on one or more established zoning districts. Environmental
overlay district boundaries may be drawn to follow the boundaries
of a natural resource, such as a watershed or floodplain. An over-
lay zone supplements the underlying zoning standards with addi-
127. PUTNAM VALLEY, N.Y., CODE § 165-11 (2001), available at http://www.gener-
alcode.com.
128. 458 N.E.2d 840 (Ohio 1984).
129. Id. at 842.
130. 716 N.E.2d 1176 (Ohio Ct. App. 1998).
131. Id. at 1180 (citing Goldberg Cos. v. Richmond Heights City Council, 690
N.E.2d 510, 514 (Ohio 1998)) ....
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tional requirements that can be designed to protect the natural
features in an important environmental area.132 A parcel within
the overlay zone is regulated simultaneously by two sets of zoning
regulations: the underlying zoning district provisions and the
overlay zoning requirements. A unique natural or aesthetic re-
source area, such as a pine barren, wetland resource area, water-
shed, or tidal basin, can be identified and protected in this way.
The city of Tucson, Arizona, adopted an overlay zoning dis-
trict that imposes additional regulatory standards on areas prone
to periodic washes to protect natural vegetation and sensitive
wildlife habitat.133 Holladay, Utah, adopted an overlay zone cov-
ering an area of foothills and canyons to protect their wildlife
habitat, steep slopes, ridgelines, and views.134 The town of Put-
nam Valley, New York, has adopted a number of zoning overlay
districts, among them a hillside management district ("HM"). 135
The HM provisions of the town's zoning ordinance protect the en-
vironmental functions of ridgelines and slopes and preserve hill-
sides as scenic resources. The ordinance requires the planning
board to consider carefully and to mitigate adverse impacts on this
resource in reviewing development plans. 136
The Growing Smart Legislative Guidebook contains a model
state enabling act that authorizes local governments to adopt and
enforce environmental overlay zones. 137 The enabling act autho-
rizes localities to adopt Critical and Sensitive Areas Overlay Dis-
tricts for a variety of purposes, such as ensuring the quality of
132. Local governments in the Pacific Northwest, for example, could establish
overlay districts in watersheds critical to the protection of threatened species of
salmon in compliance with the objectives of regulations issued by the National Marine
Fisheries Service. See supra note 12. Within those districts they could establish regu-
latory standards to prevent land uses that could injure or kill the protected species.
133. TUCSON, ARiz., LAND USE CODE § 2.8.6 (2001), available at http://www.ci.tuc-
son.az.us/planning/luc/art2div8.pdf.
134. HOLLADAY, UTAH, CODE ch. 13.72 (2001) ("Foothills & Canyons Overlay
Zone"). The ordinance dedicates an entire chapter to foothills and canyons site devel-
opment and design standards. The section describes ways to balance the rights of
landowners with the protection of the city's sensitive lands. Id. ch. 13.73.010.
135. PUTNAM VALLEY, N.Y., ZONING ORDINANCE § 5.4 (1996) ("Hillside Management
District").
Los Angeles established regulations to protect hillsides by reference to a Hillside
Area Map prepared by its Bureau of Engineering. It applies those standards to most
development activities within this "district," including additions to single-family
homes, road development, and subdivisions. See Los ANGELES, CAL., CODE § 12.03
(2001); see also Los Angeles, Cal., Hillside Regulations, Ordinance 168,159 (Sept. 14,
1991).
136. PUTNAM VALLEY, N.Y., ZONING ORDINANCE § 5.4.1 (1996) ....
137. See AM. PLAN. Ass'N, supra note 121, at 9-5 to 9-10.
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drinking water and water systems, conserving natural resources,
preventing contamination of the natural environment, protecting
wetland resources, and minimizing damage from floods, severe
storms, and other hazards. This law allows local governments to
issue conditional-use permits in protected environmental areas
and to require for specific types of land development that mitiga-
tion conditions be met in order to obtain permits. Mitigation mea-
sures may include changes in proposed alterations of the land,
such as filling, grading, and paving. The measures may also im-
pose best management practices, such as minimizing nonpoint
source pollution through the use of detention ponds, vegetative
buffers, and reduced road salting.
D. Incentive Zoning
Statutes in some states authorize localities to permit develop-
ers to build at greater densities than allowed under their zoning
district provisions in exchange for public benefits such as the pres-
ervation of open space. For example, the town of LaGrange, New
York, awards a forty percent density bonus when a developer
promises to preserve eighty percent of a site for farming pur-
poses. 138 New York law allows communities to receive cash pay-
ments in exchange for zoning incentives awarded to developers. 1 9
This permits localities to use the cash to provide for the public
benefit directly. Cash received from a developer for a twenty per-
cent increase in permitted density can be used, for example, to
purchase the development rights on other land that the commu-
nity wishes to maintain as open space. Density bonuses of this
type are provided to developers who own land in areas where de-
velopment impacts can be absorbed and where supportive infra-
structure exists. Incentive zoning is one technique municipalities
may use to implement their comprehensive plans when those
plans identify areas that are appropriate for greater development
densities and conservation areas that contain environmentally
sensitive lands.
E. Subdivision Approvals
Subdivision regulations adopted by local legislatures or plan-
ning boards can require that environmental features be revealed
138. LAGRANGE, N.Y., CODE ch. 100, art. III, § 100-31C(3) (1998).
139. See N.Y. TowN LAw § 261-b (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAw § 7-
703 (McKinney 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAw § 81-d (McKinney Supp. 2001).
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in maps, plans, and drawings submitted for review. Under Colo-
rado law, local governments may require subdividers to submit
proper drainage plans to prevent erosion problems and flood-
ing.140 Colorado municipalities are also permitted to require sub-
dividers to provide for adequate and convenient open spaces for
recreation, light, and air, and for the avoidance of congested popu-
lations. 14 1 Subdivision regulations can also authorize the review-
ing body to require developers to change the design or layout of
their proposed projects to prevent environmental damage or to
preserve natural resources nearby. 142
The subdivision ordinance of the town of North Salem, New
York, illustrates how environmental features on land that is to be
subdivided can be protected. It requires the local planning board
to avoid soil erosion, encroachment on watercourses and wetlands,
and unnecessary removal of trees and vegetative cover.' 43 State
law in Washington provides that subdivision plans shall not be
approved unless the responsible local agency finds that "appropri-
ate provisions are made for ... open spaces, drainage ways,...
potable water supplies, sanitary wastes, parks and recreation,
[and] playgrounds .... ,,144 New Jersey's subdivision statute re-
quires that local subdivision ordinances contain requirements for
water supply, drainage, shade trees, and "open space to be set
aside for use and benefit of the residents of the planned develop-
ment."' 45 Several states, including New York, grant extensive au-
thority to local approval boards to require on-site open space or
recreational set-asides to serve the needs of the occupants of new
residential developments. 146
F. Site Plan Approvals
Most local governments have adopted regulations providing
for the review of proposals for the development of individual par-
cels of land. In Austin, Texas, site plan regulations require storm
140. See COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 30-28-133, 31-23-214 (2001); see also MICHAEL M.
SHULTZ & JEFFREY B. GROY, THE PREMATURE SUBDIVISION OF LAND IN COLORADO 9-14
(1989).
141. See COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 30-28-133, 31-23-214 (2001).
142. See N.Y. TOWN LAW §§ 276-278 (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW
§§ 7-728 to 7-730 (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § § 32-34, 37 (McKin-
ney Supp. 2001).
143. NORTH SALEM, N.Y., CODE § 200-21 (1997) ....
144. WASH. REV. CODE § 58.17.110 (1998).
145. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 40:55D-38(b) (West 1997).
146. N.Y. ToWN LAW § 277(4) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-730(4)
(McKinney Supp. 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 33(4) (McKinney Supp. 2001).
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water detention and environmental review. The site plan must
also contain landscaping elements, identify protected trees, and
address water quality and related drainage concerns. In some in-
stances, a demonstration of general compliance with the Endan-
gered Species Protection Ordinance is required. 147
A New York statute allows responsible local agencies to re-
quire that all proposed site plans show "screening, signs, land-
scaping, architectural features, location and dimensions of
buildings, adjacent land uses and physical features meant to pro-
tect adjacent land uses as well as any additional elements speci-
fied by the [local legislative body] .... ,"148 The site plan
regulations of Somers, New York, allow the local planning board
to impose conditions on site plan approvals to protect environmen-
tal quality, natural resources, and features on the site. 149
The model site plan statute proposed by the Growing Smart
Legislative Guidebook specifies that local site plan ordinances
shall include standards to preserve natural resources on the site,
including topography, vegetation, floodplains, marshes, and wa-
tercourses. 150 Some state statutes such as Rhode Island's limit
local site plan review to specific and objective guidelines which
must be stated in the zoning ordinance. 15 Connecticut law allows
site plans to be modified or disapproved if they fail to comply with
the requirements set forth in the zoning ordinance or the local
wetlands agency's regulations. 52 Under Connecticut law, site
plans are reviewed by the zoning commission, which is required to
take the report of the local inland wetlands commission into con-
sideration in making its decision.' 5 3
G. Clustering
Open space and natural resources are preserved in many
communities by regulations that allow or require land subdividers
to cluster permitted residential density on a portion of a site. Fall
River, Massachusetts, defines cluster development as "a single-
family residential development in which the houses are clustered
147. CITY OF AUSTIN, TEX., CODE ch. 25 (2001) ("Land Development"), available at
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/development/ldc1.htm.
148. N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-a(2) (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-725-
a(2) (McKinney 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27-a(2) (McKinney Supp. 2001).
149. SOMERS, N.Y., CODE § 144-8 (1996) ....
150. See AM. PLAN. ASS'N, supra note 121, at 8-72 to 8-74.
151. R.I. GEN. LAWS § 45-24-49(b) (1996).
152. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 8-3(g) (2001).
153. Id.
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together into one or more groups on the lot and separated from
each other and adjacent properties by permanently protected open
space." 154 Massachusetts municipalities are authorized to enact
zoning ordinances that permit cluster developments upon issu-
ance of a special permit.155 Where cluster development is permit-
ted, the open land within the development must either be
conveyed to the city or town for use as a park or open space, con-
veyed to a non-profit organization whose principal purpose is the
conservation of open space, or conveyed to a corporation or trust
owned by the owners of the lots or residential units within the
plot. 156 Fall River has incorporated these requirements into its
local code, specifying that open space shall be either " [c]onveyed to
a community association .... [c]onveyed to a non-profit organiza-
tion .... [or] [c]onveyed to the city at no cost."' 57
In New York, local legislatures may authorize their planning
boards to waive zoning standards such as minimum lot sizes,
height requirements, and setbacks to "preserve the natural and
scenic qualities of open lands."158 The Bedford town board author-
ized its planning board to use clustering to preserve "a unique or
significant natural feature of the site, including but not limited to
a vegetative feature, wildlife habitat, surface water supply, under-
ground aquifer, endangered species, rock formation, and steep
slopes" or to protect "a unique or significant feature of the man-
made environment of the site, including but not limited to a build-
ing, structure, or artifact of architectural, historical, or archeologi-
cal value." 59  The town of Stanford, New York, requires
residential developments to be clustered to protect agricultural
soils, preserve farming, and maintain the town's rural way of
life.160
H. Aquifer Protection
Some localities use their environmental authority to protect
drinking water aquifers by imposing additional regulatory stan-
dards on development projects proposed in such areas. The aquifer
154. FALL RIVER, MASS., REV. ORDINANCE § 86-322 (1997), available at http://www.
municode.com (select "Online Codes," then select the state and relevant town).
155. MASS. GEN. LAWS. ANN. ch. 40A, § 9 (West 2002).
156. FALL RIVER, MASS., REV. ORDINANCE § 86-322(h)(1).
157. See supra note 154.
158. N.Y. TOWN LAW § 278 (McKinney Supp. 2001); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-738 (Mc-
Kinney 1996); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 37 (McKinney Supp. 2001).
159. BEDFORD, N.Y., CODE ch. 107, § 107.50.1 (1996).
160. STANFORD, N.Y., CODE ch. 164, art. V, § 164-19A(1) (1995).
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protection ordinance of Wallingford, Connecticut, prohibits cer-
tain land uses in order to protect its groundwater resources. Land-
owners are prohibited from using land for businesses that use
hazardous chemicals as an integral or principal part of their oper-
ation, solid waste disposal, junk yards, septage lagoons, hazard-
ous waste drum storage areas, bulk storage piles, surface
impoundments, road salt storage, or pipelines that transmit oil,
gasoline, or other hazardous materials. Other uses are allowed
but restricted, such as above-ground chemical and fuel storage,
underground fuel storage, dry cleaning, and new or enlarged
manure, fertilizer, pesticide, and herbicide storage sites. 161
Using their municipal home rule authority to protect the
physical environment, 162 New York communities can adopt aqui-
fer protection laws that restrict nonpoint source pollution result-
ing from land development and operations that use chemicals that
can contaminate water stored in aquifers. The town of Bedford
has adopted an Aquifer Protection Zone to prevent groundwater
contamination. Within that zone, a variety of uses are permitted,
but only after securing a special permit. Regulated activities in-
clude the operation of on-site sewage disposal systems, common
septic fields, and groundwater heat pumps, and the handling and
storage of road salt and de-icing materials. The Bedford ordinance
prohibits some uses in its aquifer protection zone, including dispo-
sal of hazardous materials, solid waste, or septic sludge; storage of
hazardous materials; and operation of dry-cleaning, dyeing, and
printing and photo processing establishments. 16 3
I. Environmental Impact Review Requirements
In some states, local governments are required to conduct en-
vironmental impact reviews of their comprehensive plans and
land use regulations before the plans and regulations are adopted.
These states require that the environmental impact of significant
land development proposals be reviewed by local agencies under
their environmental protection acts. The states requiring this sep-
arate level of review include California, Hawaii, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, New York, and Washington. 64 The California 65 and
161. WALLINGFORD, CONN., ZONING REGS., §§ 4.12.F-4.12.K (1987) ("Aquifer Protec-
tion District"), available at http://www.town.wallingford.ct.us/zonefm.doc.
162. See supra note 70.
163. BEDFORD, N.Y., CODE ch. 125, art. 29, § 4 (1996) ("Aquifer Protection Zone").
164. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 21000-21178 (West 2001); HAw. REV. STAT. § 343
(2000); MASS. GEN. LAws ANN. ch. 30, § 61-62 (West 2001); MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 116C-
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New York 166 statutes require local land use agencies to consider
alternatives to proposed projects and to consider and impose miti-
gation conditions on proposed developments to protect the envi-
ronment. For states that do not have such requirements, the
Growing Smart Legislative Guidebook recommends that local
planning agencies be required to conduct an "environmental eval-
uation" in which they consider and evaluate the environmental
impacts of the elements of their comprehensive plans before they
are adopted officially. 167
J. Erosion and Sediment Control
Local laws can be adopted to prevent soil erosion and the dep-
osition of sediments in surface waters that land development
projects can cause. Undeveloped land contains organic particles
that are biologically and chemically active and that, when dis-
turbed and transported to surface waters, can cause serious water
quality problems. One local soil protection ordinance observes that
its purpose is
to safeguard persons, protect property, prevent damage to the
environment, and promote the public welfare by guiding, regu-
lating and controlling the design, use and maintenance of any
development or other activity which disturbs or breaks the sur-
face of soil or results in the movement of earth on land situated
in the town.168
K. Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Land development projects approved by local governments
often subject fish and wildlife habitats to disruption, fragmenta-
tion, and degradation. Some municipalities have exercised the le-
gal authority they have been delegated to protect the local
environment by adopting ordinances to protect sensitive habitat
areas from land development and clearance activities. Colorado
statutes provide local governments with the authority to adopt lo-
116D (West 2001); N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERVATION LAW §§ 8-0101-8-0117 (McKinney
2001); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 43.21C.030 (West 2001).
165. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 21002 (West 2001).
166. N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW § 8-0109 (McKinney 2001).
167. See AM. PLAN. ASS'N, supra note 121, at 12-17.
168. YORKTOWN, N.Y., CODE ch. 165, § 165-2(B) (1991) ("Erosion and Sediment
Control").
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cal environmental laws that protect wildlife habitat. 169 The pur-
pose of the state's Local Government Land Use Control Enabling
Act is to achieve orderly land development within the state that
maintains a balance between the basic human needs of its chang-
ing population and "legitimate environmental concerns." 170 Spe-
cifically, the Act empowers local governments
to plan for and regulate the use of land by ... [p]rotecting lands
from activities which would cause immediate or foreseeable ma-
terial danger to significant wildlife habitat and would endanger
wildlife species ... [and by] [o]therwise planning for and regu-
lating the use of land so as to provide planned and orderly use of
land and protection of the environment in a manner consistent
with constitutional rights.171
Summit County, Colorado, protects wildlife through a Wild-
life Habitat Overlay District that "seeks to fully protect wildlife
habitats . . . from the significant adverse affects of develop-
ment."172 The ordinance requires that all proposals for develop-
ment within the district include a special wildlife impact report
that the State Division of Wildlife is to review. Adding protective
provisions to subdivision or site plan regulations or adopting a
separate local habitat protection law can achieve habitat conser-
vation for threatened species and help maintain biodiversity. The
city of Tumwater, Washington, has adopted a law that defines and
protects habitat.173
L. Floodplains
Development activities can destroy floodplains, decrease flood
storage, increase runoff, and decrease water quality and quantity.
Local floodplain regulations can limit the extension of buildings
and infrastructure into the flood areas, require that such build-
ings be built at certain elevations, prevent the obstruction of
169. See Local Government Land Use Enabling Control Act of 1974, COLO. REV.
STAT. §§ 29-20-101-107; Colorado Land Use Act, COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 24-65-101-106.
See also C&M Sand & Gravel v. Bd. of County Comm'rs, 673 P.2d 1013 (Colo. Ct. App.
1983) (holding that sections 20-101 to 20-107 vest broad authority in local govern-
ments to regulate land use).
170. COLO. REV. STAT. § 29-20-102 (2001).
171. COLO. REV. STAT. § 29-20-104(1)(b), (h) (2001).
172. SUMMIT COUNTY, COLO., DEV. CODE § 4203.01 (2002), available at http://www.
co.summit.co.us/divisions/commdev/planning/DEVCODEfDev%2OCode%CC2OChap-
terC%4.pdf. For a similar example, see supra note 129.
173. TUMWATER, WASH., CODE §§ 16.32.050, 16.32.060, 16.32.090 (1991) ("Fish and
Wildlife Habitat Protection"). ...
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stream channels, and prohibit the construction of chemical or
other hazardous storage facilities. 174
Irvine, California, adopted a Floodplain District Ordinance
for the purpose of promoting the public health, safety, and general
welfare, and to minimize public and private losses due to flood
conditions in specific areas. 175 Its floodplain ordinance notes that
the flood hazard areas of the city are subject to periodic water in-
undation which results in loss of life and property, health and
safety hazards, and extraordinary public expenditures. 176 The
Flood Hazard Area Ordinance adopted by the city of Detroit is
aimed at maintaining stable development patterns that are not
subject to the "blighting influence of flood damage."' 77 The Flood-
plain Protection District Ordinance of the town of Penfield, New
York, contains extensive provisions to protect the environment
and the public from the dangers of flooding.178
M. Ridgeline Protection
Ridgelines and hilltops are valuable for both their scenic and
their ecological qualities. 179 Surface runoff from ridgeline devel-
opment can contaminate rivers and streams that supply drinking
water downstream. l8 0 Development of septic systems on ridges
and hilltops can cause contamination of lower-lying properties.
Buildings can disrupt wildlife corridors and critical habitats. Hill-
sides and ridgelines are inherently physically unstable, and care
must be taken to prevent mudslides and other catastrophic move-
ments of earth.' 8 ' Local laws can require that development on
ridgelines and hilltop areas blend in with the natural environ-
174. See JON A. KUSLER, REGULATING SENSITIVE LANDS 59 (1980).
175. See IRVINE, CAL., ZONING ORDINANCE § 5-2-2 (2002), available at http://www.
municode.com.
176. Id.
177. DETROIT, MICH., ZONING ORDINANCE § 49.0102(D) (2001), available at http:ll
www.municode.com.
178. PENFIELD, N.Y., ZONING ORDINANCE § 3-14(A), (F)(1)-(4) (1987) ("Floodplain
Protection District") ....
179. See DEBORAH A. MANs, 1999 ZONING AND PLANNING LAW HANDBOOK § 14.01
(1999).
180. WAPPINGER, N.Y., ZONING LAW § 410-15.2 (1996) ("Hilltops, Ridgelines and
Steep Slopes").
181. See PITTSBURGH, PA., CODE § 906.04 (2002) ("Landslide Prone Overlay Dis-
trict"), available at http://www.municode.com. The City of Pittsburgh has adopted a
Landslide Prone Overlay District ("LS-O") to protect against this type of disaster.
Within this LS-O, site development must comply with the hillside development stan-
dards contained in the city's Subdivision Regulations.
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ment and be buffered to preserve particularly valuable viewsheds
in the community.18 2
The town of Castle Rock, Colorado, has adopted a ridgeline
protection law that allows certain ridgelines and hilltops to be
designated for protection of the visual environments they create.
Development permits are then conditioned on keeping buildings
and other structures out of sight.'8 3
The city of Cincinnati, Ohio adopted a hillside protection ordi-
nance in order to:
assist the development of land and structures to be compatible
with the environment and to protect the quality of the urban
environment in those locations where the characteristics of the
environment are of significant public value and are vulnerable
to damage by development permitted under conventional zoning
and building regulations. 184
N. Scenic Resources
Scenic resources include open views, country roads, pano-
ramic landscapes, tree-lined streets, stone walls, and agricultural
scenes. Local efforts to preserve scenic resources include the regu-
lation of road construction and maintenance, land-clearing, archi-
tecture, and placement of utility lines and signage. Other
requirements such as the maintenance of vegetative buffers,
street trees, and other vegetation may be included to minimize the
impact of development. The town of Somers, New York, has
adopted a local law that contains standards for the designation of
scenic resources worthy of protection.'85
182. Many ridgeline protection ordinances are designed to accomplish aesthetic
objectives and fail to contain standards that protect the important ecological function
that ridge-lines serve. Land use regulations that are based on both scenic and envi-
ronmental preservation are more likely to be upheld than those that pursue scenic
values alone. For a review of the "growing unease with aesthetic-based regulation"
exhibited by certain courts, see Michael Allan Wolf, Euclid at Threescore Years and
Ten: Is This the Twilight of Environmental and Land Use Regulation?, 30 U. RICH. L.
REV. 961, 985-89 (1996).
183. CASTLE ROCK, COLO., CODE ch. 17.14.060, No. 99-15 (2002) ("Skyline/Ridgeline
Protection Regulations"), available at http://www.ci.castlerock.co.us/townservices/
municode/title_17.pdf.
184. CINCINNATI, OHIO, CODE § 1459-100 (1993), available at http://www.rcc.org/
muncode.html. This ordinance was upheld in Cash v. Cincinnati Board of Appeals,
690 N.E.2d 593 (Ohio Ct. App. 1996).
185. SOMERS, N.Y., CODE §§ 138-5, 138-8(A), (B)(2), (B)(4), (B)(5) (1990) ("Scenic
Resource Protection") ....
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0. Steep Slope Protection
Steep slopes usually are associated with other environmental
features such as rock outcrops, shallow soils, bedrock fractures,
and groundwater seeps. Excavations or building construction can
cause instability by loading the slope and removing vital support.
Grading, cutting, and filling can compromise the stability of some
slopes.18 6 Activities such as agriculture, road and railway con-
struction, house building, and land drainage can be regulated to
protect steep slopes. The town of Cortlandt, New York, has
adopted a local law for the purpose of preventing the "improper
alteration" of steep slopes.18 7 Provisions of this kind can be found
in ridgeline or hilltop protection ordinances. 188
P. Storm Water Management
Local governments adopt local laws to control the negative
impacts of storm water runoff on the environment and to mini-
mize damage to property and public health and safety. Storm
water management is the process of controlling and cleansing the
excess runoff so it does not harm natural resources or human
health. As more land becomes covered with impervious surfaces,
such as roads, parking lots, and buildings, there is less surface
area available for storm water to infiltrate. Where storm basins do
not exist or are not adequate, storm water finds its way to the
nearest water body. Impervious surfaces not only increase the vol-
ume and velocity of runoff but also prevent the natural processing
of nutrients, sediments, and other contaminants. Regulation of
storm water runoff through storm water management improves
control of floods, reduces erosion and sedimentation, and aids
ground water replenishment. 189
Colorado law permits local governments to adopt regulations
limiting development in storm water channels.1 90 The city of
Fitchburg, Massachusetts, adopted a storm water management
186. See MICHAEL J. CLARK & R. JOHN SMALL, SLOPES AND WEATHERING 6, 9 (1982).
187. CORTLANDT, N.Y., CODE § 259.1 (1992) ("Steep Slope Protection").
188. See supra notes 181-182 and accompanying text.
189. See N.Y. STATE DEP'T OF ENVTL. CONSERV., NEW YORK STATE STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT DESIGN MANUAL ch. 2 (2001), available at http://www.dec.state.ny.us/
website/dow/swmanual/swmanual.html.
190. See CoLo. REV. STAT. § 30-28-111 (1986) ("To the end that adequate safety
may be secured, the county planning commission may include in said zoning plan
provisions establishing, regulating, and limiting such uses on or along any storm or
floodwater runoff channel or basin as such storm or floodwater runoff channel or ba-
sin.... ."); COLO. REV. STAT. § 31-23-301 (2001) ....
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and erosion control ordinance to prevent and diminish property
damage and flooding. 191
Q. Timber Harvesting Regulation
The regulation of timber harvesting can help maintain an eco-
logical balance while still meeting present and future demand for
lumber and pulp. Some factors considered by local harvesting reg-
ulations include the successional role of species regeneration, the
effects of competing vegetation, and potential damaging agents
such as insects and pathogens. Construction of access roads, tim-
ber products processing centers, and other permanent structures
in heavily forested areas are important development matters that
may be regulated by timber harvesting laws.192 The town of Pawl-
ing, New York, adopted a Timber Harvesting Law that regulates
tree clearing and harvesting to prevent sedimentation and drain-
age problems. 193
R. Transfer of Development Rights
New York statutes define the Transfer of Development Rights
("TDR") as "the process by which development rights are trans-
ferred from one lot, parcel, or area of land in a sending district to
another lot, parcel, or area of land in one or more receiving dis-
tricts."1 94 A "sending area" is an area where land conservation is
sought, and a "receiving area" is one where development is wanted
and can be accommodated. The purpose of a TDR program is to
allow communities to develop in a more economical and efficient
manner. TDR programs can be used to conserve natural resources,
scenic views, and open lands by designating areas containing such
resources as sending areas ....
191. FITCHBURG, MASS., CODE § 154-1 (1999) ("Stormwater Management and Ero-
sion Control Ordinance"), available at http://www.generalcode.com. This ordinance
was adopted to prevent or diminish "property damage, flooding, the contamination of
drinking water supplies, the loss of recreational opportunities, adverse impacts on
fisheries and wildlife, the loss of wetlands ..... and the loss of valuable agricultural
soils." Id. at 51-1.
192. See KUSLER, supra note 174, at 108; ST. PAUL FIELD OFFICE, U.S. FOREST
SERV., NR-604 APPROACHES TO ECOLOGICALLY BASED FOREST MANAGEMENT ON
PRIVATE LANDS, part 2 (1997), available at http://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/misc/
ecoforest/p2.htm (last visited May 1, 2002) (on file with the Harvard Environmental
Law Review).
193. PAWLING, N.Y., CODE § 45-2, 45-9 (1993) ....
194. N.Y. TOWN LAW § 261-a(1)(d) (McKinney Supp. 2001), N.Y. VILLAGE LAW § 7-
701(1)(d) (McKinney Supp. 2000), N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 20- f1)(d) (McKinney Supp.
2001).
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A comprehensive plan in the Long Island Pine Barrens allo-
cates development credits to land in the fragile pine barrens aqui-
fer, based on the development yield of that land under local
zoning, and greatly restricts development in these sending dis-
tricts. 195 The plan establishes receiving districts into which these
development credits may be transferred. Developers who own land
in these receiving districts may purchase credits from landowners
in sending districts. Each purchased credit allows the developer to
build one additional housing unit over the number permitted by
the receiving district's zoning.
Another interesting approach to using TDR is illustrated by
Connecticut's "Right to Farm Statute," which pursues the twin
objectives of protecting farming and preserving open space. 196
This statute promotes active farming by discouraging develop-
ment on prime farmland. The state buys development rights to
farmland that the Commissioner of Agriculture deems worth pre-
serving according to statutory criteria designed to contribute to
the preservation of agriculture. 197 Municipalities have authority
to purchase farmland development rights as well.198  The
purchase of development rights on agricultural land thus provides
cash to farmers as an incentive for them to continue to farm. Con-
necticut statutes provide an additional inducement to sell the de-
velopment rights to valuable agricultural land. Farmers who have
sold their development rights have their real property tax assess-
ments based not on the value of farmland for uses permitted
under local zoning, but on the land's value as a farm. 199 After the
development rights are sold, the land can only be used or sold for
farming purposes; this reduced market value, when reflected in
reduced tax assessments, lowers the farmer's annual operating
expenses, making farming more economically viable.
S. Tree Preservation
Tree preservation ordinances typically establish a permit sys-
tem under which tree removal is allowed, but only upon a showing
of necessity and compliance with certain conditions, such as the
195. Central Pine Barrens (N.Y.) Joint Planning and Policy Comm'n, Central Pine
Barrens Comprehensive Land Use Plan, ch. 6 (June 28, 1995), at http://pb.state.ny.us/
cpb-plan/chapter 6.htm (on file with the Harvard Environmental Law Review).
196. CoNN. GEN. STAT. § 22-26aa (2001).
197. Id. § 22-26cc.
198. Id. § 7-131q.
199. Id. § 12-63.
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replacement of some or all of the trees to be removed. Tree preser-
vation ordinances may consider views, pruning, trimming, and
setbacks from curbs, sidewalks, and street intersections. A num-
ber of states, including Georgia, 200 Hawaii, 20 1 Maine,20 2 and Ma-
ryland, 20 3 have adopted statutes that either require or permit
local governments to adopt tree preservation laws.
The town of Cheshire, Connecticut, has adopted such an ordi-
nance.204 Some communities have adopted ordinances to protect
native tree species, or "heritage trees," such as oak, sycamore,
walnut, and eucalyptus, which require reports by professional
arborists and practices to be followed to preserve such specimens
from development activities, including additions to single-family
homes. 20 5 Steamboat Springs, Colorado, has adopted a Trees and
Shrubs Ordinance. The purpose of this local law is to prescribe
requirements "for the protection of plants, including .. .trees,
shrubs, lawns, and all other landscaping located, standing, or
growing within or upon city property, including.., any city-owned
street, alley, right-of-way, or other public place or city or moun-
tain park, recreation area, or open space."20 6
T. Wetlands and Watercourse Protection
Local wetlands regulations restrict activities such as dredging
and soil disposal, construction of roads, grading and soil removal,
timber harvesting, and placement of buildings and infrastructure
200. GA. CODE ANN. § 12-2-8(h)(8) (2001) (requiring local governments to require
tree-replacement plans when building permits are issued for commercial construction
in protected mountain areas).
201. HAw. REV. STAT. §§ 58-1 to 58-5 (2001) (requiring counties to enact ordinances
that protect "exceptional trees").
202. ME. REV. STAT. § 38.439-A(5) (2001) (requiring municipalities to impose
mandatory minimum standards in regulating timber harvesting in shoreland areas).
203. MD. CODE ANN., NAT. RES. I § 5-1603 (2000) (requiring local governments with
planning authority to adopt forest conservation programs that meet minimum state
guidelines).
204. CHESHIRE, CONN., ZONING REGS. ch. 44, art. a, § 10 (1993) ("Planned Residen-
tial Subdivision Development"). In an effort to prevent erosion, to maintain the eco-
logical balance, to provide for protection from the sun and wind, and to protect and
enhance the general welfare, all mature trees should be retained on the site to the
greatest extent possible; and all existing, mature vegetation on the site shall be re-
tained in areas not disturbed by construction. In areas which are disturbed, or where
vegetation is sparse, specific and strict requirements are outlined for the planting of
new material. Id.
205. See Todd S. Purdum, The (Almost) Untouchables of California, N.Y. TIMES,
Aug. 29, 2001, at Al.
206. STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, COLO., CODE § 24-1 (2002), available at http://www.
municode.com.
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on wetlands and their buffer areas. The town of Lewisboro, New
York, has adopted a local wetlands and watercourse law that con-
tains extensive protections for these resources. 20 7 The city of Con-
cord, New Hampshire, has created a Shoreline Protection District
to maintain the quality of surface waters and groundwater, retain
flood storage properties, protect wildlife habitat and feeding ar-
eas, and protect other unique natural resources.208 In Connecti-
cut, state law defines a wetland as an area containing soil types
"designated as poorly drained, very poorly drained, alluvial, and
flood plain by the National Cooperative Soils Survey, as may be
amended from time to time, of the Natural Resources Conserva-
tion Service of the United States Department of Agriculture."20 9 A
watercourse includes any body of water, whether natural or artifi-
cial, and whether privately or publicly owned.
Connecticut's Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act re-
quires all municipalities to establish an inland wetlands
agency.210 The agency regulates activities within wetlands desig-
nated by the municipalities. A local wetlands agency has the right
to regulate not only the land within the established boundaries of
a wetland or watercourse, but also any adjacent area where activi-
ties might occur that would "use" the wetlands in a prohibited
manner. 211 The Act prohibits anyone from conducting a "regu-
lated activity" on any inland wetland or watercourse without a
permit. Regulated activities include almost all development and
land use activities. 212 The Commissioner of the State Department
of Environmental Protection ("DEP") may revoke the local wet-
lands agency's authority to regulate activity in the wetlands if the
DEP determines that the local agency has failed to perform its
duties.21 3 The Commissioner's regulations require that local
agencies report to the DEP all permits issued and any other action
they have taken.21 4 Local wetlands agencies are given the author-
ity to adopt regulations that expand on the Commissioner's regu-
lations, or to add to them if necessary to protect the wetlands. 21 5
207. LEWISBORO, N.Y., CODE § 217-1(A) (1999) ....
208. CONCORD, N.H., CODE ch. 28-3-3 (2002), available at http://www.municode.
com.
209. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 22a-38(15) (2001).
210. Id. §§ 22a-36 to 22a-45.
211. Aaron v. Conservation Comm'n of Redding, 441 A.2d 30, 38 n.17 (Conn.
1981).
212. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 22a-42(a) (2001).
213. Id. § 22a-42(d).
214. Id. § 22a-39(m); CONN. AGENCIES REGS. §§ 22a-39-11.1, 22a-39-11.8 (1997).
215. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 22a-39(f) (2001).
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VI. IN PRAISE OF PAROCHIALISM
In the mid-1990s, the Yale Center for Environmental Law
and Policy critically reviewed national environmental policies.
The Center initiated the Next Generation Project, through which
it engaged Yale students, state and national leaders, experts from
the private and non-governmental sectors, and a host of others in
a comprehensive evaluation of the country's environmental
problems, policies, and programs. 216 Yale conducted two major
conferences, involved dozens of students in research projects, and
conducted fourteen workshops engaging hundreds of experts.
An impressive number of critical observations and recommen-
dations are contained in the Next Generation Project's report, sev-
eral of which bear on local environmental law and its place in the
panoply of the nation's environmental initiatives. 2 17 The report
states that there is broad public support for environmental protec-
tion, if not for environmental spending. First-generation com-
mand-and-control laws, adopted by Congress during the 1970s
and 1980s, address the clear public concerns of how to clean up
the sky and water by seeking to eliminate serious pollution from
point sources such as smokestacks and water pipes. Today's envi-
ronmental problems, however, include the loss of natural re-
sources to suburbanization and the effects on water and air
quality of the development of thousands of small parcels of
land. 218 The prospects of remedying these problems through the
apparatus created under existing federal and state laws are lim-
ited. The key policy question is how to move from the first-genera-
tion command-and-control approach to a new strategy that can be
translated into action plans for government and the private
sector.
The Yale report contains several principles to guide policy
makers toward answers to this question of how to proceed.219 It
suggests that next-generation strategies should be cooperative,
not confrontational; comprehensive, not fragmented; and flexibly
tailored to local contexts, rather than constrained by a "one-size-
fits-all" approach. The report emphasizes that today's environ-
mental problems are everyone's business, since all of us are af-
216. The results of this two-year effort were published in THINKING ECOLOGICALLY:
THE NEXT GENERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY (Marian R. Chertow & Daniel C.
Esty eds., 1997).
217. See id. at 5-6, 7-8, 10.
218. See id. at 2.
219. Id.
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fected by, and most of us are in some direct way involved in, the
thousands of decisions and actions that affect environmental qual-
ity. Environmental decision-making, in this context, needs to de-
volve to include local leaders and citizens while continuing to
engage state and federal advocates, lawmakers, and administra-
tors. The report mentions the importance in modern civil society
of engaging the energy and wisdom of a wide range of civic organi-
zations and recognizes the important role they must play in the
environmental domain. 220 One of the report's most salient, and
mystifying, observations is that in the first generation of environ-
mental policies there has been a systemic disconnect between en-
vironmental policy and land use decision-making. 221
Environmental policy is the creature of federal and state law and
rulemaking, while land use decisions are local, for the most part.
Environmental policy-makers have proceeded as if these two
realms were entirely disconnected. The report states:
Land use is the forgotten agenda of the environmental move-
ment. In the past twenty-five years, the nation's many environ-
mental laws addressed one problem at a time-air or water
pollution, endangered species, waste disposal-and they have
done it primarily through prohibitive policies that restrict pri-
vate behavior. Although their achievements have been signifi-
cant, such policies seem to offer diminishing returns.
Environmental progress in the next generation will increasingly
depend on stemming the environmental costs of current land
use patterns. 222
Environmental progress and land use decision-making are
two sides of the same coin, according to the report.223 Environ-
mental policy can be only marginally successful if the cumulative
effects of local land use decisions are ignored. The report lists the
shortcomings of the land use regulatory process: it is too narrowly
focused, parochial in effect, based on inadequate information, and
alienating to the citizens (and even the responsible officials) who
fail to understand it. These flaws can be addressed through long-
term planning that is based on ecological systems: watersheds,
landscapes, bio-regions, and estuaries. Development policies
220. See id. at 13.
221. JOHN TURNER & JASON RYLANDER, Land Use: The Forgotten Agenda, in THINK-
ING ECOLOGICALLY, supra note 216, at 60, 60-66.
222. Id. at 61.
223. Id.
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should consider the carrying capacity of the land and avoid the
degradation of critical environmental resources. Since environ-
mental resources cross municipal boundaries, this planning must
be intermunicipal in nature. Since broad-based interests are af-
fected and involved, this planning must be collaborative and inclu-
sive. Land planning involves community visioning, and without
significant citizen input, it cannot hope to succeed. The tremen-
dous public interest in the environment has not been invested in
land use planning, but in lobbying at the national and state level.
At the local level, citizens form and fund land trusts whose lauda-
ble objective of protecting individual parcels of land misses the op-
portunity to work on the root causes of environmental
degradation. Local citizens and officials need technological assis-
tance to measure the effects of land use decisions, to conduct cost-
benefit analyses of local policies, and to inventory critical environ-
mental assets that need to be protected from development
pressures.
The empowerment of local governments to adopt local envi-
ronmental laws addresses a number of the issues raised by the
Yale study. While, as the report points out, local citizens may have
difficulty understanding the relevance of land use regulation to
the quality of their lives, they have no such problem becoming en-
gaged in regulatory efforts to protect the environment. This en-
gagement will help them learn how land use controls can create
favorable development patterns, ones that not only preserve envi-
ronmental assets, but that create jobs, build healthy tax bases,
provide needed houses for workers and the retired, and create
densities that support alternatives to car-dependent living. In this
way, land use practice and environmental policy can become con-
nected. By planning where the environment must be preserved,
citizens determine where development should occur. This message
can reduce the ambiguity experienced, and the litigation brought,
by landowners and developers who do not know why they run into
opposition everywhere they try to build.
Engaging local citizens and officials in the adoption of local
environmental laws requires long-term planning to identify and
prioritize critical environmental areas and assets. This engage-
ment will increase local interest in geographical information tech-
nology and will encourage state and federal agencies to provide
assistance to local governments to purchase and apply such tech-
nology. Sound regulatory approaches to environmental conserva-
tion reduce the costs of cleanup, the external costs of
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environmental degradation, and the costs to society of overzealous
opposition to development. Such approaches also reduce the cost
of land acquisition programs carried out by land trusts and gov-
ernmental agencies. Since it is easy to understand that water-
sheds, landscapes, and other ecological resources transcend
municipal boundaries, local environmental advocates are quick to
understand the value of intermunicipal planning, a missing ingre-
dient in most local land use planning. For local governments to
conduct proper planning, especially across municipal lines, re-
quires incentives and assistance from higher levels of government.
As state and federal agencies provide this type of support, the en-
vironmental and land use regimes of all levels of government be-
come interconnected.
Local environmental regulations address this generation's en-
vironmental problems, those associated with the diffuse, diverse,
and very local causes of water and air pollution in the twenty-first
century: sprawling development patterns, traffic congestion, and
the high cost of development. Local responses are inherently flexi-
ble and context-specific. Recognizing the importance of local gov-
ernments in environmental protection allows them to become
useful partners in the state and federal environmental protection
systems and encourages the integration of approaches rather than
perpetuating fragmentation. Because citizens at the local level are
directly affected by environmental problems and have a great
stake in the success of efforts at every level of government, there
is a strong incentive to resolve land use and environmental
problems collaboratively, rather than confrontationally.
VII. CONCLUSION
Since the defeat of the National Land Use Planning Act in the
early 1970s, 22 4 federal energies have been directed toward the cre-
ation of technology-based environmental standards and their im-
plementation through cooperative ventures with state
governments, with the threat of preemption or financial penalty
as the spur to state "cooperation." The most recent manifestation
of this policy is seen in the effort by EPA to implement the Total
Maximum Daily Load ("TMDL") program. 225 Because of the cost
and complexity of achieving its objectives, the TMDL drama will
224. See Nolon, supra note 5.
225. See Bruninga, supra note 12 and accompanying text; American Wildlands v.
Browner, 260 F.3d 1192, 1198 (10th Cir. 2001); see also supra text accompanying note
14.
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continue to play out for a number of years. While it does, there
may be an opportunity at both the state and federal level to
strengthen the capacity of local governments to play a productive
role in preserving the environment. The advent of a body of local
environmental law recommends a fresh look at the merits of offer-
ing municipalities a partnership role in state and federal land use
and environmental strategies.
States can review the authority they have delegated to local
governments regarding land use and environmental protection
and consider whether to increase local authority following any of
several approaches described in this Article. States can also draft
model local environmental laws for localities to consider. They can
provide technical assistance to municipalities regarding the adop-
tion and enforcement of these models and sponsor educational
programs to encourage more local governments to become in-
volved. States can also provide bonus eligibility points for discre-
tionary grant programs to local governments that have adopted
local environmental laws.
The federal government can encourage more states to dele-
gate authority to protect natural resources to local government by
sponsoring the preparation of a model state act that enables mu-
nicipalities to adopt local environmental laws or by endorsing
those promulgated by the APA's Growing Smart Project. It was
the model act promulgated by the Department of Commerce in the
1920s that led to the rather rapid adoption of state zoning ena-
bling acts and of local zoning ordinances. 226 Providing federal
funding to support the emerging efforts of states to prepare smart
growth policies and plans would help create a framework for state
and local action to protect environmental resources in critical ar-
eas. Federal and state funding also can be provided for the identi-
fication of critical watersheds, habitats, and forests and the
development of local inventories of natural resources. With federal
support, states can encourage local governments to create natural
resource inventories and protect critical environmental assets by
providing financial incentives to localities that comply with state
smart growth programs. Federal and state incentives can also be
provided to facilitate efforts to link transportation planning with
intermunicipal land use planning.
The premise for this type of activity at the federal and state
level is that local authority in land use control must become a fix-
226. See ZONING AND THE AMERICAN DREAM, supra note 17, at 1.
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ture of environmental policy in general. This premise is often chal-
lenged because its corollary is thought to be the surrender of
control over the creation and enforcement of effective standards.
This corollary is frightening to those who believe that voluntary
approaches to compliance with environmental standards are
doomed to fail. There may be other dangers in these efforts, result-
ing from the limited administrative and enforcement capacity and
parochial tendencies of local governments. These can be addressed
by effective technical assistance and the centralization of some ad-
ministrative and enforcement functions at the county, regional, or
state level, clear regional policies, and state monitoring of local
performance, backed up by financial incentives. 227
This Article has described an American system of environ-
mental and land use law that simultaneously relies on local dis-
cretion while attempting management of that discretion from the
top. The nation has rejected greater centralization of land use de-
cision making at the federal level that would establish and enforce
standards to address the environmental impacts of locally adopted
development because of the country's strong commitment to local
control. A truly decentralized system of environmental enforce-
ment in which state and local governments make and enforce en-
vironmental laws that influence local behavior has also been
rejected because of documented biases and limitations at these
levels. This suggests that the nation must succeed in using a dual
approach that seeks better and more efficient ways of blending
local, state, and federal influences on the land.
One of the lessons learned from examining the wide variety of
adopted local environmental laws is how varied local environmen-
tal conditions are. The diversity of local conditions such as cli-
mate, terrain, hydrology, and biodiversity, suggests that
centralized approaches to environmental protection are not neces-
sarily desirable when dealing with environmental problems. By
supporting innovation at the local level, citizens are encouraged to
227. The dangers of relying on the local control of land use have been well docu-
mented. See supra note 15. Despite the criticism of localism, effective strategies to
preempt or direct local land use decisions have been slow to materialize. Fifteen years
of regulatory takings cases have not clearly defined nor carefully protected property
rights from local land use regulation. New Jersey's aggressive fair share housing pol-
icy has not been emulated in more than one or two states. Regional and statewide
land use planning has not emerged in most states to effectively constrain or guide
local land use planning. A series of reform movements-growth management, sus-
tainable development, and smart growth-have failed to dictate the outcomes of local
land use disputes in most states.
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determine for themselves what is acceptable in their communities.
Their local environmental laws will define the linkages between
what is built and what is natural and the separations needed be-
tween the two. By codifying environmental expectations in local
law, today's citizens will establish and pass along their under-
standing of environmental protection through the local develop-
ment patterns and the preserved landscapes that their laws
create.
Federal and state efforts to encourage local protection of natu-
ral resources and other smart growth initiatives should be seen as
a strategic effort to build the capacity of local governments, their
permanent partners in land use control and environmental protec-
tion. This capacity-building approach can complement federal ef-
forts to enforce environmental standards by building and
reinforcing the state and local implementation infrastructure.
This capacity is needed, not just for the TMDL program, but to
carry out a host of federal initiatives to control nonpoint source
pollution, achieve sound transportation planning, preserve
threatened species, and combat the ill effects of sprawl.
The recent evidence of innovation in environmental protection
occurring at the local level should not be surprising. The common
law was initially created by local customs and local courts and dis-
covered and applied at higher levels of the judicial order to create
a body of law capable of knitting a nation together with common
legal rules and traditions. 228 The emergence of local environmen-
tal law indicates that environmental values are being accepted at
the base of the democratic system and being balanced with eco-
nomic realities. This is a healthy trend and one that deserves to be
encouraged. 229
It should not be surprising that a critical and needed legal
innovation is emerging at the grassroots level. That the authority
of local governments to regulate the use of privately owned land
can be expanded to meet the challenges of changing times has
never been in doubt. At the inception of the modern period of land
use controls, the U.S. Supreme Court stated: "[Wihile the meaning
of constitutional guaranties never varies, the scope of their appli-
228. See WINSTON S. CHURCHILL, A HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLES:
THE BIRTH OF BRITAIN 224-25 (1956).
229. "Local governments are the last direct contact that the average citizen has
with the idea of government; it is the only place where the citizen still feels that his
individual participation might make a difference." Jan Z. Kransnowiecki, Abolish
Zoning, 31 SYRACUSE L. REV. 719, 722 (1980).
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cation must expand or contract to meet the new and different con-
ditions which are constantly coming within the field of their
operation. In a changing world, it is impossible that it should be
otherwise." 230
230. Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 387 (1926).
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